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SUBJECT: KANAHA BEACH PARK MASTER PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 
PROJECT (CBS-4583) (HFC-5) 

Dear Chair Hokama: 

This letter is in response to your letter dated February 15, 2019 regarding the 
following questions: 

1. One of the key recommendations in the Executive Summary Kanaha Beach 
Park Master Plan is to "create a safer and more secure environment." 

a. Provide comments on the proposed development of a park headquarters 
on site, which includes a ranger station and appropriate staffing. The 
headquarters is proposed to address safety and security concerns in the 
park, in addition to serving as an information center. 

We suggest a park headquarters be placed within the immediate entrance 
of the park along with a separate ranger station to the rear of the park. With 
the park rangers on site, they can immediately respond to any situation in a 
timely manner. With numerous incidents at the park, frequent checks by 
park rangers will take a proactive approach to deterring crime. 
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b. Provide your thoughts to staff the headquarters with a police officer to 
address the park's safety and security concerns. Additionally, what has the 
department implemented to assist with safety and security issues currently, 
including the response time to address these issues? 

We feel the park rangers have adequate training to ensure a safer and more 
secure environment at Kanaha Beach Park. If properly staffed, they will be 
capable of manning the park headquarters and conduct frequent checks of 
the park to deter crime. As always, police will assist when a crime is 
committed, the Crime Reduction Unit will conduct operations when a crime 
trend is found, and the Community Police Officers will assist with the 
homeless issue, along with our county and community partners, as needed. 

2. Provide copies of incident reports originating from the park involving citations 
for abandoned vehicles, thefts, vehicle break-ins, vagrants, illegal camping, 
and other incidents that transpired in the last three years. 

Please see enclosure. 

If you have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact Captain Everett 
Ferreira of our Wailuku Patrol District at extension 6376. 

Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

~vi{)~ 
-K~ou s. F 
Chief of Poli 



. lncid~nfNd ··1· · · ·.offense 

16001120 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16001122 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16001403 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

Reported Indents at Kanaha Beach Park from January 1, 2016 to February 26, 2019 

Time· j .. · Synopsis 

07-Jan-16 1328 

09-Jan-16 0213 

09-Jan-16 0224 

Vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate MHY021 was observed parked on a public road at Amala Place near Ka'a Point unmoved in 

excess of 24 hours. The vehicle's driver side tires were marked at 6 and 12 o'clock, and its odometer reading was 104110. MPD 

form 317 was placed on the driver side window, and the report number written below it. Checks revealed the vehicle is listed 

as a "NOTICE OF TRANSFER PENDING." Suggest report be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for 

removal of the vehicle. 

Vehicle LFH 140, was observed parked on Amala Place near the intersection of Kaa Street in Kahului in excess of 24 hours, 

without being moved or operated. Vehicle was marked abandoned utilizing MPD form 317 which was placed on its driver side 

window. Vehicle is currently notice of transfer pending and is not reported stolen as of this writing. Suggest report be 

forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for removal of the vehicle.ODO: Unreadable 

The above mentioned vehicle (LBU864), was parked within the Kanaha Beach camp ground parking lot in excess of 24 hours, 

without being moved. The vehicle was marked abandoned, and is currently registered as notice of transfer pending. The vehicle 

is not reported stolen at this time. MPD sticker 317, affixed to the front windshield along with the report number, date, time 

and offense written above it.Suggest report be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for removal of the 

vehicle. 



16002814 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16002815 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16005670 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16006884 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

18-Jan-16 2053 

20-Jan-16 0246 

08-Feb-16 1218 

17-Feb-16 0153 

Reported vehicle MLU553, was parked within the Kanaha Beach Park camp ground parking lot, in excess of 24 hours. Vehicle 

was not moved or operated, and is currently registered to Shannon KAIWI. Vehicle is not report stolen, and attempts to make 

contact with KAIWI were met with negative results at this time. Vehicle was marked abandoned with MPD sticker 317, affixed 

to the rear driver side window. Suggest a copy of this report be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management 

for removal. 

Vehicle MJB990, was reported to have been parked within the above mentioned parking lot in excess of 24 hours, without 

being moved or operated. Vehicle is not reported stolen and is currently registered to Edward GARVIS. Attempts to make 

contact with GARVIS were met with negative results at this time. Vehicle was marked abandoned with the driver side tires at 

the 6 and 12 o'clock position, and MPD sticker 317 affixed to the front windshield. Suggest a copy ofthis report be forwarded 

to Environmental Management for removal. 

Reported vehicle MJB-990 was observed to be parked unattended/unsecured in the same location for more than 24 hours 

without being moved as the tire marking remains the same at 6 and 12 o'clock position. Per dispatch, vehicle not reported 

stolen and has a notice of transfer pending. Checks in the area for the owner proved negative. The odometer reading is digital 

and the VIN #is 2B4GP2436YR534337. Vehicle stickered abandoned utilizing MPD Form 317. Request report be forwarded to 

County Environmental Management for vehicle removal. 

I was assigned by Dispatch to make checks on an abandoned vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates AC-826, which was parked 

unattended within the Kanaha Beach Park Campgrounds parking lot in Kahului, County of Maui. Checks revealed that this 

vehicle remained at the above location in excess of 24 hours (dated on 02/15/16 at 2048 hours), as the driver side tires were 

still marked at 6 and 12 o'clock. Checks ofthe odometer revealed to be 94503 as shown on the affixed MPD form 317 on the 

driver side window. Checks with Dispatch re-confirmed that this vehicle was not reported stolen and that the registered owner 

was a Jeanette JONES (OW-l) of 78 Luakaha Circle in Kihei, County of Maui. Suggest this report to be forwarded to the 

Department of Environmental Management for the removal of this vehicle. VIN: 2G4WB12L9S14432350dometer: 94503 



16008037 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16008042 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16008465 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16016310 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

25-Feb-16 1005 

25-Feb-16 1054 

28-Feb-16 0111 

21-Apr-16 0055 

Reported vehicle bearing Hawaii License Plate {EJF-827) parked unattended/unsecured on the side of the road at the above 

location well over 24 hours as the tire marking remains the same at 0600 and 1200 o'clock position. Per dispatch, vehicle not 

reported stolen. Checks in the area for the owner/OFl proved negative. The odometer reading is digital and the VIN #is 

1YlSK5465NZ040197. Vehicle stickered abandoned utilizing MPD form 317. Request report be forwarded to County 

Environmental Management for vehicle removal. 

MLU-553 {HI) a white 2004 Kia four door sedan VIN: KNAFB121345303389, was left abandoned for over a twenty four hour 

period within the parking lot area of Kanaha Beach Park {First Entrance) in Kahului. Per checks with Dispatch the vehicle was 

not reported stolen. Odometer reading, unreadable. Vehicle affixed with MPD Abandoned Vehicles sticker. Forward report to 

Department of Environmental Management for vehicle removal. 

On 02/26/2016 at about 1815 hours vehicle {MSL-037} was observed unattended on a public parking lot at the location of 

Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. Driver side tires on the vehicle were marked, 6 and 12, and marked stalled with checks to be 

made in 24 hours. On 02/28/2016 at approximately 0111 hours vehicle {MSL-037} was observed with marked passenger side 

tires in the 6 and 12 position which at this time was marked abandoned utilizing MPD form 317. Checks were made with 

Central Dispatch confirmed vehicle was not stolen. 

MILEAGE: 156,822 

Suggest copv of report to be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for removal of the vehicle. All four 

The listed vehicle MNC-398 has been observed parked on the south bound shoulder of Amala Place between the 1st and 2nd 

entrance Kanaha Beach Park in excess of 24 hours. Checks revealed the vehicle is registered to OW-l and is NOT reported 

stolen. The vehilce was marked and stickered on the passenger side with MPD sticker #317.VIN#: 1J4GL48K75W6115640DO: 

DIGITAL 



16039209 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16039210 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16039212 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16039213 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

21-Sep-16 0501 

21-Sep-16 0503 

21-Sep-16 0514 

21-Sep-16 0518 

Reported vehicle DP6221 to be parked in excess of 24 hours. Vehicle DP6221 was covered in spider webs and a thick layer of 

dirt. Per dispatch DP6221 is not reported stolen. Said vehicle is marked Abandoned with MPD Form 317. ODOMETER not 

readable, driver side front tire marked at the 6 and 12'oclock. Suggest this case be forwarded to COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL 

MANAGEMENTFORREMOVAL 

Reported vehicle MPV312 to be parked in excess of 24 hours. Vehicle MPV312 was covered in spider webs and a thick layer of 

dirt. Per dispatch MPV312 is not reported stolen. Said vehicle is marked Abandoned with MPD Form 317. ODOMETER not 

readable, driver side front tire marked at the 6 and 12'oclock. Suggest this case be forwarded to COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL 

MANAGEMENT FOR REMOVAL 

Reported vehicle VIN# 3N1AB51D93L719030 to be parked in excess of 24 hours. Said vehicle was covered in spider webs and a 

thick layer of dirt. Per dispatch said vehicle is not reported stolen and master is not found. Said vehicle is marked Abandoned 

with MPD Form 317. ODOMETER not readable, driver side front tire marked at the 6 and 12'oclock. Suggest this case be 

forwarded to COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT FOR REMOVAL 

Reported vehicle MBB854 to be parked in excess of 24 hours. Vehicle MBB854 was covered in spider webs and a thick layer of 

dirt. Per dispatch MBB854 is not reported stolen. Said vehicle is marked Abandoned with MPD Form 317. ODOMETER not 

readable, driver side front tire marked at the 6 and 12'oclock. Suggest this case be forwarded to COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL 

MANAGEMENT FOR REMOVAL 



16039214 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16039217 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

16039506 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

17018926 ABANDONED VEHICLE 

21-Sep-16 0525 

21-Sep-16 0555 

21-Sep-16 0509 

06-May-17 2044 

On the above date and time, vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate MLP754 was observed to be parked near the roadway and 

unattended. The vehicle was observed to not be operational as a tire appeared to be deflated and the interior of the vehicle 

was currently being utilized as a storage. Checks made in the area for the owner were met with negative findings. Checks 

made with Dispatch revealed the vehicle was not reported stolen at this time. The vehicle was marked Abandoned and request 

this report be forwarded to the Department of Abandoned Vehicles for review. 

Reported vehicle MVT165 to be parked in excess of 24 hours. Vehicle MVT165 was covered in spider webs and a thick layer of 

dirt. Per dispatch MVT165 is not reported stolen. Said vehicle is marked Abandoned with MPD Form 317. ODOMETER not 

readable, driver side front tire marked at the 6 and 12'oclock. Said vehicle is notice of transfer pending. Suggest this case be 

forwarded to COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT FOR REMOVAL. 

Reported vehicle MPV312 to be parked at the above location in excess of 24 hours. Checks of MPV312 revealed the right side 

tires were still marked at the 6 o'clock and 12 o'clock positions. The front right side window stickered with MPD Form 317. 

Checks with Central Dispatch revealed the vehicle is not reported stolen. The vehicle is registered to OF1, Larry KEANINI.ODO: 

DigitaiVIN: JT3YR22W8J5048263Reported vehicle LAG739 to be parked at the above location in excess of 24 hours. Checks of 

LAG739 revealed the right side tires were still marked at the 6 o'clock and 12 o'clock positions. The front right side window 

stickered with MPD Form 317. Checks with Central Dispatch revealed the vehicle is not reported stolen. The vehicle is 

registered to OF2, David BECKNER.ODO: DigitaiVIN: 1FTZR15X7YTB36354Suggest report forwarded to Department of 

Environmental Management for removal of vehicle. 

On 05/06/17 at 2100 hours, I was assigned by Dispatch to make checks on a red Ford F150 with no plates and two broken 

passenger windows within Kanaha Beach Park last entrance located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Checks with Dispatch by VIN 

#1FTDX1766VNA20289, revealed it to have Hawaii license plates LDU045, and registered to John GIBSON located at 10 

Ahuwale Place in Makawao. The vehicle was not reported stolen. All four tires were marked at 6 and 12 o'clock positions and 

MPD sticker #317 was placed on the driver's window. Suggest this report be forwarded to the County of Maui Department of 

Environmental Management (Abandon Vehicles) for review and removal. 

VIN: 1FTDX1766VNA20289 

ODO: 208324 



18051086 

16001585 

16012140 

16020240 

ABANDONED VEHICLE 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

12-Dec-18 0917 

12-Jan-16 0506 

23-Mar-16 2334 

17-May-16 0508 

On 12/12/18 at around 0907 hours, while making checks of the Kahului area for abandoned vehicles, I observed vehicles 

412MDK, GPW186, FBT054, LHJ377 and LCL077 parked unattended on county property, along the fenceline of the Wastewater 

Treatment Plant, located at 281 Amala Place in Kahului. The vehicles were covered in dust/debri, stripped of parts and 

abandoned in excess of 48 hours. The vehicles were marked with MPD form 317 on the drivers side window and windshield. 

Tires were also marked at the 6/12 position and the odometers were unreadable. Checks with Central Dispatch revealed the 

vehicles were not reported stolen. All vehicles were previoulsy marked and the tires were scattered with yellow markings. 

Suggest report be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for immediate removal. Documentation only. 

Barbara WAIKIKI reported being in an argument with Shannon KAIWI {ex-boyfriend with children in common) after KAIWI 

showed up to their campsite at 0400 hours requesting to see their children. The two began arguing because KAIWI showed up 

at an extremely inconvenient hour. WAIKIKI also reported that KAIWI does not support their children emotionally, or financially, 

and shows up whenever he feels like it demanding to spend time with them. WAIKIKI reported the incident was never physical, 

and no injuries were observed or reported. Checks revealed past acts of physical abuse between the two with KAIWI as the 

offender. Checks of Amala Place, Alahao Street, and Kaa Street proved negative in locating KAIWI. WAIKIKI does not have 

KAIWI's phone number, and reported that he is unemployed and homeless. WAIKIKI was advised to call police should KAIWI 

return so he can be issued a Warning Citation. She was satisfied with police assistance. 

On 3/23/16 at about 2334 hours, Lawton BAOY reported being in a heated argument with his wife Larandra BAOY over family 

issues. Larandra refused to let Lawton speak to their adult daughter. No past acts of documented physical abuse. No injuries. 

The argument was only verbal. Larandra left the area before police arrival and attempts to contact her were negative. Lawton 

requested documentation as he wanted to obtain a restraining order against Larandra. 

Anonymous caller reported that an unknown female was walking on the roadway fronting Kite Beach on Alahao Street in 

Kahului. This female was saying that her husband, who was operating a white colored Chevy pickup, attempted to run her over. 

This female was wearing a blue colored cloth type dress and was walking on Alahao Street. Upon arrival, contact was made 

with the alleged female individual, who was later identified as a Hawaiian adult male, Jerry ALPIS.Investigation revealed that 

Jerry ALPIS and Jean MURACO {live in boyfriend), were in a heated argument over relationship issues, while on the roadway 

fronting Kite Beach. Both parties were traveling on Alahao Road within MURACO's white colored Chevy pickup, when ALPIS 

confronted MURACO about women's clothing that was within the vehicle. During the argument, MURACO became extremely 

belligerent toward ALP IS, while yelling and swearing aggressively. They pulled to the side of the roadway, and ALP IS separated 

himself from MURACO. in order to allow MURACO time to cool off. MURACO suddenlv soed off within his vehicle. toward 



16022013 

16035523 

16035737 

16047125 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

28-May-16 1420 

27-Aug-16 2004 

29-Aug-16 1330 

11-Nov-16 1147 

Harriet DAVIS (VI-1) reported on 05/28/16 at about 1358 hours, her husband identified as Jesse DAVIS was yelling and throwing 

items around near the area of Amala Place and Kaa Street. There was no physical contact between the two parties and no 

injuries reported or observed. Jesse fled the area prior to police arrival and check of the area were negative. Harriet requested 

documentation of this incident. No further police assistance required. 

Helene KAAUWAI reported on 08/27/2016 at 2004 hours, she was involved in a verbal dispute with her ex-husband Richard 

KAAUWAI within the parking lot area of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. The dispute began over their recent seperation. At no 

time did the dispute turn physical. Helene reported no injuries and none were observed. Checks with Dispatch revealed no 

physical past-acts between Helene and Richard. Helene desired for this incident to be documented and is satisfied with Police 

assistance. 

On 08/30/2016 at approximately 1330 hours Chad TEHERO and his girlfriend Leinaala ENTENDENCIA, were involved in a heated 

argument regarding relationship issues while in the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. Both parties stated that the 

incident did not turn physical and no injuries were observed. Checks with Dispatch revealed no past acts of Physical Abuse 

between the two parties. Both parties stated that the argument was settled and there would be no further issues. 

On 111116 at approximately 1147 hours in the area of Kanaha Beach Park, Kahului, Jessie DUTRO was in a heated argument 

with his girlfriend, Kaualani KAHOLOKULA. Upon Police contact, both parties stated that they would workout their problems 

without continuing to yell and bother others. Both parties stated that the argument was never physical and no injuries were 

observed. Checks with Central Dispatch show that there are no past acts of physical abuse. 



17004015 

17014925 

18028916 

18029514 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

27-Jan-17 1659 

10-Apr-17 1946 

09-Jul-18 1846 

13-Jul-18 1648 

Dawn Marie CORDEIRO reported being involved in a verbal dispute with her boyfriend, Kyle PHILLIPS within the parking lot of 

Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. The dispute began after CORDEIRO advised PHILLIPS that she no longer wants to be with him. At 

no time did the dispute turn physical. CORDEIRO reported no injuries and none were observed. Checks with Dispatch revealed 

no physical past-acts reported between CORDEIRO and PHILLIPS. CORDEIRO requested that the incident be documented and is 

satisfied with Police assistance. 

On 04/10/2017at 1916 hours, Kimberly ARCILLA reported being in a heated verbal argument with her mother, Nineta ARCILLA 

BORLA, over family issues. Nineta was mad at Kimberly because she would not come home, and had been sleeping on the 

beach. Both parties stated that at no time did the argument turn physical. Both parties reported no injuries nor were any 

observed. Nineta stated that she would leave her daughter alone for a few days, and Kimberly had no intentions of continuing 

the argument. Report for documentation. 

Julie TOKOMAATA began to argue with her live-in girlfriend Sheena GALLARDE while visiting Kanaha Beach Park. Both parties 

advised that the argument was over relationship issues and was not physical. No injuries were observed or reported. Dispatch 

confirmed no past acts between both parties. Both parties agreed to leave the park and resolve their differences more 

peacefully. 

For documentation 

On 07/13/18 at approximately 1400 hours, Berit OWEN was yelling at her boyfriend, Lyndsey BENNETI at "Kite Beach" near 

Kanaha Beach Park, Kahului. OWEN was angry that BENNETI was not spending time with her and only using her for a place to 

stay while he is visiting from Australia. No injuries were reported or observed. Check with Dispatch for past acts of physical 

abuse proved negative. OWEN had set BENNET's belongings aside which OWEN loaded onto his vehicle prior to Police arrival. 

BENNETI agreed to leave OWEN's residence. Report made for record. 



18030061 

19001617 

16023137 

16024123 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD 

INTERVENTION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY/NTERVENTION- WARNING 

CITATION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY/NTERVENTION- WARNING 

CITATION 

16-Jul-18 1821 

11-Jan-19 1851 

05-Jun-16 1718 

12-Jun-16 1643 

Tommy COLEMAN got into an argument with his boyfriend Marujel KEDIBAR over shaved ice while at the Kanaha Beach Park. 

KEDIBAR reported that COLEMAN was arguing with him because he wanted shaved ice and COLEMAN refused to buy him 

shaved ice. COLEMAN became upset because he did not have the money for shaved ice and began to shout at KEDIBAR. Both 

parties reported the argument was not physical and no injuries were observed. Dispatch confirmed no past acts between both 

parties. For Documentation only 

On 01/11/19 at about 1852 hours, I overheard Officers get assigned to Kanaha Beach Park located at 29 Alahao Street in 

Kahului, regarding an Abuse type case. Contact was made with Jelsey AWAI (VI1) who reported she was arguing with her 

girlfriend Kayla HOSINO ARMITAGE (OFl) in the parking lot over relationship issues. She told HOSINO ARMITAGE to leave the 

park and leave her alone, but HOSINO ARMITAGE refused. They continued to argue for a few minutes until HOSINO ARMITAGE 

got into her vehicle and fled the scene towards Island Grocery Depot. AWAI stated the argument never turned physical. 

HOSINO ARMITAGE was contacted and stated she will stay at her own place tonight. Report for records. 

On 06/05/16 at about 1718 hours at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, lsela PIZARRO reported getting into an argument with her 

live-in boyfriend, Sergio BARRIENTOS QUINONEZ who she has children with in regards to leaving the party to get the children 

food. BARRIENTOS QUINONEZ was intoxicated and was being argumentative with PIZARRO and the children. Upon Police 

arrival, no injuries were observed or complained of by PIZARRO who advised it was only verbal and never got physical. Checks 

with 1/Leads revealed multiple past acts of physical abuse between PIZARRO and BARRIENTOS QUINONEZ. 

On 06/05/16 at about 1821 hours at Kanaha Beach Park, BARRIENTOS QUINONEZ was issued a Warning Citation to stay away 

from lsela PIZARRO and her residence located at 29 Kono Place in Kahului until 06/07/16 at 1800 hours. Central Dispatch was 

advised of the Warning Citation via mobile. 

Larandra BAOY reported on 06/12/2016 at about 1630 hours her girlfriend, identified as Jamie VINCENT aka Jamielynn, started 

arguing with her over unknown reasons. BAOY stated while camping at Kanaha Beach Park VINCENT started throwing her items 

out of the tent because VINCENT thought BAOY threw her items in the trash. During the investigation both parties were 

uncooperative and initially did not want a Police report documented however checks revealed multiple past acts including 

Physical Abuse. VINCENT was issued a Warning Citation to stay away from BAOY and her residence located at 40 Papapli Lane 

Apt. 42 in Wailuku which was set to expire on 06/14/2016 at 1800 hours. 



16024789 

16030449 

17007551 

18004689 

ABUSE OF FAMILY/NTERVENTION- WARNING 

CITATION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY/NTERVENTION- WARNING 

CITATION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY/NTERVENTION- WARNING 

CITATION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY/NTERVENTION- WARNING 

CITATION 

17-Jun-16 1325 

26-Jul-16 1925 

20-Feb-17 1648 

31-Jan-18 1849 

Chelsea VINCENT reported that on 06/17/16 at about 1320 hours, she and her girlfriend identified as Su Lyne KAIHEWALU were 

involved in a heated argument regarding an undisclosed personal matter within the Kanaha Beach Park Campgrounds in 

Kahului, County of Maui. This incident did not escalate to a physical altercation. No pain or injuries were reported or observed, 

however there were past acts of physical abuse between these two individuals. KAIHEWALU was counseled for her actions and 

issued a warning citation to stay away from VINCENT and the Kanaha Beach Park Campgrounds, which expires on 06/21/16 at 

1800 hours. Both parties received a copy of the warning citation and KAIHEWALU left the area without incident. On 06/17/16 

at about 1402 hours, Dispatch was notified of the issuance of the warning citation. 

Shirley NUNES reported that on 07/26/16 at about 1920 hours, she and her husband identified as Manuel NUNES were 

involved in a heated argument regarding an undisclosed personal matter in the area of Kite Surf Beach on Amala Road in 

Kahului, County of Maui. This incident did not escalate to a physical altercation. No pain or injuries were reported or observed, 

however there were past acts of physical abuse between these two individuals. Manuel was counseled for her actions and 

issued a warning citation to stay away from Shirley and the area of 100 Pakaula Street in Kahului, which expires on 07/28/16 at 

1800 hours. Both parties received a copy ofthe warning citation and Shirley elected to leave the area without incident.On 

07/26/16 at about 1955 hours, Dispatch was notified of the issuance of the warning citation. 

On 02/20/2017 at approximately 1645 hours, Carrie Anne KAAUWAI and her boyfriend, Jonathan KOKO KONG, were involved 

in a heated argument regarding personal issues while at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. Both parties stated that the incident did 

not turn physical at any time. Checks with Central Dispatch revealed that there were past acts of documented physical abuse 

between the two parties in which KOKO KONG was the offender in. Due to the past acts of physical abuse, KOKO KONG was 

issued a Warning Citation to not contact KAAUWAI and to stay away from the area of Kanaha Beach Park {2nd entrance). The 

Citation is set to expire on 02/22/2017 at 1800 hours. Central Dispatch was contacted and advised of the details regarding the 

citation. KOKO KONG left the area without further incident. 

Tabitha WILLIAMS reported being involved in a heated argument with her live-in boyfriend Joseph POWELL while at Kanaha 

Beach Park. The argument was over a dress that POWELL had bought for WILLIAMS. WILLIAMS attempted to walk away but 

POWELL began to follow her and would not leave her alone. Both parties reported no injuries, nor were any observed. Checks 

with Central Dispatch revealed past acts of physical abuse. POWELL was issued MPD Form No. 101, Warning Citation, to stay 

away from WILLIAMS located at 111 Kahului Beach Road, Unit D-106 in Kahului; set to expire on 02/02/18 at 1800 hours. 

Report for documentation. 



19002852 

16011791 

16006257 

16015670 

ABUSE OF FAMILY/NTERVENTION- WARNING 

CITATION 

ABUSE OF FAMILY-INTERVENTION -ISSUE 48 

WARNING 

ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, NO INJURY 

ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, NO INJURY 

19-Jan-19 1516 

21-Mar-16 1500 

12-Feb-16 1005 

16-Apr-16 1543 

On 01/19/2019 at approximately 1515 hours Chihana JOHN and her husband, Peter JOHN, were involved in a heated argument 

regarding personal issues while in the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. Both parties stated that the incident did not 

turn physical at any time and no injuries were observed. Checks with Central Dispatch revealed that there were past acts of 

documented physical abuse between the two parties. Due to the past acts of physical abuse, Peter was issued a Warning 

Citation to not contact Chihana and to stay away from the residence located at 111 Kahului Beach Road, Unit A-227 in Kahului. 

The Citation is set to expire on 01/23/2019 at 1800 hours. Peter initialed the Warning Citation acknowledging that he 

understood the stipulations, then left the area on foot without further incident. Central Dispatch was contacted and advised of 

the details regarding the citation. 

Kyle CORPUZ reported getting into an argument with his girlfriend, Alia WAIKIKI. The argument escalated and WAIKIKI began to 

yell profanities at CORPUZ, while they were at the Kanaha Beach Park next to the wild life reserve. WAIKIKI then began to hit 

CORPUZ's vehicle. Checks were made and WAIKIKI was found walking near the reserve. WAIKIKI related she was upset 

because CORPUZ would not open his vehicles trunk so she could retrieve her belongings. CORPUZ related no damages were 

observed on his vehicle. The argument never became physical between CORPUZ and WAIKIKI. No injuries were reported or 

observed. Both parties reported past acts of physical abuse. WAIKIKI was issued a Warning Citation to have no contact and to 

stay away from CORPUZ. The citation is to expire on 03/23/2016 at 1800 hours. WAIKIKI retrieved her belonging from the 

vehicle and left the area. 

Blossom EDAYAN-NUNES (VI-1) reported that on 02/12/16 at about 1005 hours, her husband identified as Manuel NUNES 

became angry for no apparent reason and shoved her with both of his hands, while they were on the westbound shoulder of 

Amala Place approximately 0.2 miles east of Hobron Avenue in Kahului, County of Maui. NUNES is diagnosed with bi-polar 

disorder and may have been upset that their vehicle was no longer operable. Per EDAYAN-NUNES, she did not sustain any pain 

or injury as a result of NUNES' actions. EDAYAN-NUNES completed the Victim Voluntary Statement Form (MPD form 100), 

which indicated the same. Checks with Dispatch revealed numerous past acts of physical abuse. NUNES was counseled for his 

actions and issued a warning citation (MPD form 101), which expires on 02/16/16 at 1800 hours. Both parties received a copy 

ofthe warning citation and EDAYAN-NUNES left the area as she will be residing at the residence of 2011 Mokuhau Road with 

other family members .At about 1039 hours, Dispatch was notified of the issuance of the warning citation. 

On 04/16/16 at 1543 hours, Sandra KEANINI reported being in a physical altercation with her ex son in-law, Lawton BAOY 

within the campsite area of the Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. BAOY approached KEANINI and began calling her a "slut" and a 

"whore" for no apparent reason. As KEANINI approached BAOY to confront him, BAOY pushed KEANINI on the front of both her 

shoulders with open hands causing KEANINI to walk backwards. BAOY then punched KEANINI on her right cheek area with a left 

closed fist. KEANINI continued to walk backwards and fell over a guard rail, on her buttocks. KEANINI reported no injuries and 

none were observed. She utilized MPD Form 100, Victim Voluntary Statement stating she was not injured during the 

altercation. BAOY was issued a 48 hour Warning Citation to stay away from KEANINI. Dispatch was notified of the Warning 

Citation which is to expire on 04/19/16 at 1800 hours. Refer to MPD Form 100 attached to this report. 



16020451 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, NO INJURY 

16025762 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, NO INJURY 

16037805 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, NO INJURY 

17033657 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, NO INJURY 

18-May-16 0953 

24-Jun-16 0758 

12-Sep-16 1231 

12-Aug-17 2019 

Sanoe KALEIKINI reported that on 05/18/16 at about 0945 hours, she was involved in a heated argument with her 13-year old 

daughter (OF-1) regarding OF-1 not wanting to attend school (Maui Waena Intermediate School), while they were at their 

campsite in the area of Amala Road and Kaa Point in Kahului, County of Maui. As the argument escalated OF-1 slapped her 

mother to the right side of her head. Per KALEIKINI, she did not sustain any pain or injury as a result of the altercation. Checks 

with Dispatch revealed no past acts of physical abuse. Contact was made with OF-1 and she was counseled for her actions. OF-

1 was issued a warning citation to stay away from KALEIKINI and their campsite, with an expiration of 05/20/16 at 1800 hours. 

OF-1 was later transported to the Maui Memorial Medical Center for a psychological evaluation after it was learned that she 

wished to commit suicide (16-020456). A copy of the warning citation for OF-1 was given to OF-1 's father.At about 05/18/16 at 

about 1026 hours, Dispatch was notified of the issuance of the warning citation. 

Derrick KALEIKINI reported that on 06/24/16 at about 0755 hours, he and his wife identified as Sanoe KALEIKINI were involved 

in a heated argument regarding an undisclosed personal matter within the Kanaha Beach Park Campgrounds in Kahului, County 

of Maui. As the argument escalated, Sanoe slapped Derrick once to the left side of his head and she fled the area prior to 

police arrival. Derrick did not sustain any pain or injury as he indicated via MPD form 100. No pain or injuries were observed 

and checks with Dispatch revealed no past acts of physical abuse. Checks of the area proved negative for Sanoe and no further 

police involvement was required. 

On 09/12/16 at about 1231 hours, I was assigned by Central Dispatch to respond to Kanaha Beach Park 29 Alahao Street in 

Kahului, regarding an Abuse type case. Blossom EDAYAN NUNES (VI-1) got into a verbal altercation with her husband, Manuel 

NUNES Jr (OF-1) along Alahao Street fronting Kite Beach. They both got into Manuel's vehicle and that is when the altercation 

became physical. Once Blossom's sister, Kathleen EDAYAN (WI-1) and brother in law, Richard KEALOHA-KAAUWAI (OF-2) 

arrived, Blossom wanted to leave and tried to exit the vehicle. Manuel then pulled Blossom's hair and punched her once in the 

shoulder area with a closed fist. Blossom exited the vehicle and ran to Kathleen, when Manuel grabbed Blossom and tried 

pulling her back. Kathleen grabbed Blossom and Richard grabbed Manuel. At that time, Manuel turned to Richard and started 

to punch him. Richard then started to punch Manuel in return until police arrived. Medics transported Manuel for further 

evaluation. Blossom refused to cooperate with police and refused to fill out MPD form 100 stating she was not iniured. Manuel 

Lee SEGAWA reported getting in a physical altercation with his live in boyfriend, Daniel SUGUI. According to SEGAWA, the 

altercation was over personal matters (of which he refused to provide details) and turned physical as SUGUI slapped SEGAWA 

on the right side of his face. SEGAWA voluntarily filled out MPD Form 100 (VVS) indicating that he did not feel any pain or 

sustain any injury as a result of the altercation and none were observed. SUGUI was issued a Warning Citation (MPD Form 101) 

prohibiting from contacting SEGAWA and from Kanaha Beach Park. Said Warning Citation is set to expire on 08/15/17 at 1830 

hours. Dispatch was contacted and advised of the details regarding the Warning Citation. SUGUI left the area without incident. 



16036226 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, WITH INJURY 

17035045 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, WITH INJURY 

18000590 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, WITH INJURY 

18029360 ABUSE OF FAMILY-PHYSICAL, WITH INJURY 

01-Sep-16 1809 

22-Aug-17 0616 

04-Jan-18 1739 

12-Jul-18 1551 

Investigation thus far reveals that Paul DEFRATES and his girlfriend Stephanie SWAN, were in a heated argument over personal 

matters, while within the Kanaha Beach Campground parking lot in Kahului. During the argument, SWAN suddenly erupted and 

struck DEFRATES multiple times on the right side of his face area with a closed fist, and scratched the right side of his neck area 

resulting in injury. Refer to continuation. 

On 08/22/17 at about 0620 hours, I responded to Kanaha Beach Park for an abuse case involving two males later identified as 

Daniel SUGUI and Lee SEGAWA (boyfriend who he lives with). They where in engaged in a verbal argument that escalated and 

turned physical. SUGUI chased and tackled SEGAWA. SUGUI punched SEGAWA in the ribs, and back of the head causing a 

contusion and laceration. SEGAWA reported pain to his ribs. Refer to continuation. 

On 01/04/18 at about 1730 hours within the Kanaha Beach park parking lot fronting the restrooms located at 29 Alahao Street 

in Kahului, Vl-1 Barbara WAIKIKI reported her boyfriend of one year OF-1Jeremy PUAILIHAU were involved in a heated verbal 

argument over personal matters. The argument turned physical when PUAILIHAU grabbed WAIKIKI by the waist and tried to 

pull her in the vehicle. Due to the altercation WAIKIKI sustained visible injury to the right side of her neck, there were observed 

as a half inch scratch mark. WAIKIKI declined any medical attention and stated she did not suffer any pain. On 01/04/18 at 1808 

hours at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului Jeremy PUAILIHAU was placed under arrest and for the offense of Physical Abuse of 

Household or Family Member Physical with Injury, and was transported to the Wailuku Police Station for booking and 

processing without incident. 

Carissa QUICHOCHO, reported on 07/12/2018 at approximately 1551 hours, her and her boyfriend of two years, Temarius 

PRESTON, were in an argument about drinking, which turned physical when PRESTON slapped QUICHOCHO with an open left 

hand to the right side of her face, then punched her with a closed right fist to the stomach causing pain. QUICHOCHO was able 

to get away and called Police for assistance. PRESTON was arrested and transported to the Wailuku Station for booking and 

processing without incident. Refer to continuation ... 



16040113 ARSON 4 

16040114 ARSON 4 

16040115 ARSON 4 

16040116 ARSON 4 

27-Sep-16 0357 

27-Sep-16 0426 

27-Sep-16 0426 

27-Sep-16 0426 

On the above listed date and time, a minivan was reported to be on fire in the area of said location. Vehicle was reported to be 

fully engulfed. Fire personnel arrived and extinguished the fire without further incident. Fire Captain BARUT relayed the fire 

could have been started by lighting a rag or paper on fire after it was stuck into the gas cap area of the vehicle. However, there 

was no evidence found at the scene which could corroborate said theory. Checks of the vehicle revealed there was no visible 

VIN and no license plate was found. Subsequent the fire, the vehicle was deemed derelict as numerous parts of the vehicle 

were damaged beyond repair causing the vehicle to be completely un-operable. Said vehicle was marked with MPD form 317 

which was attached to the rear left trunk panel. The value for the vehicle is estimated to be less than $500.00. The vehicle 

appeared to have been previously marked abandoned or stalled as the driver's side rear tire had a yellow grease marker 

marking on it. Suggest a copv of this report be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for removal of the 
On the above listed date and time, a four door sedan was reported to be on fire in the area of said location. Vehicle was 

reported to be fully engulfed. Fire personnel arrived and extinguished the fire without further incident. Fire Captain BARUT 

relayed the fire could have been started by lighting a rag or paper on fire after it was stuck into the gas cap area of the vehicle. 

However, there was no evidence found at the scene which could corroborate said theory. Checks of the vehicle revealed there 

was no visible VIN and no license plate was found. Subsequent the fire, the vehicle was deemed derelict as numerous parts of 

the vehicle were damaged beyond repair causing the vehicle to be completely un-operable. Said vehicle was marked with MPD 

form 317 which was attached to the rear left trunk panel. The value for the vehicle is estimated to be less than $500.00. The 

vehicle appeared to have been previously marked abandoned or stalled as the driver's side rear tire had a yellow grease 

marker marking on it. Suggest a copy of this report be forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for 

On 09/27/16 at about 0426 hours, a minivan bearing Hawaii license plates MPV312 was reported to be on fire in the area of 

Kanaha Beach Park, located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Engine 10 arrived on scene and extinguished the flames. Per Fire 

Captain William BARUT, the fire was started by unknown means. Checks with Dispatch revealed vehicle MPV312 was not 

reported stolen and had a Notice of Transfer Pending. The vehicle appeared derelict (stripped of parts and inoperable) and 

valued at less than $500.00. MPD Form No. 317 was attached to the passenger side frame. Suggest a copy of this report to be 

forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for removal of the vehicle. Two (2) digital images of the vehicle 

are attached to this report. 

On 09/27/16 at about 0426 hours, a Dodge Dakota pickup was reported to be on fire in the area of Kanaha Beach Park, located 

at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Engine 10 arrived on scene and extinguished the flames. Per Fire Captain William BARUT, the fire 

was started by unknown means. Check of the vehicle revealed no VIN, License Plate number, or identifiable markings. The 

vehicle appeared derelict (stripped of parts and inoperable) and valued at less than $500.00. MPD Form No. 317 was attached 

to the front passenger quarter panel. Suggest a copy of this report to be forwarded to the Department of Environmental 

Management for removal of the vehicle. Two (2) digital images of the vehicle are attached to this report. 



16047652 

16010238 

18029654 

17009502 

ARSON 4 

ASSAULT 2- ARMED WITH OTHER DANGEROUS 

WEAPON 

ASSAULT 2- HANDSJIST,FEET/CAUSES 

SUBSTANTIAL BODILY INJURY 

ASSAULT 3 

15-Nov-16 0710 

10-Mar-16 1201 

14-Jul-18 1639 

05-Mar-17 1253 

Jeremy PUAILIHAU reported observing smoke and flames coming from within a green colored metal Maui Disposal trash bin, 

within the Kanaha Beach parking lot. The particular area where the incident occurred, is normally utilized by the County of 

Maui Parks department however, is accessible by foot travel in all direction.The flames were extinguished by Engine {10), and 

the cause of the fire is undetermined at this time. No suspicious items, vehicles, individuals or activity were observed in the 

area during the time of the incident. Contact was made with Maui Disposal Manager Marilyn CHAPMAN, who stated that the 

damages to the trash bin is estimated at approximately $200. There are no witnesses, suspects or evidence at this time, and no 

surveillance cameras depicting the area where the incident occurred. CHAPMAN will replace the trash bin at a later time, and 

does not desire prosecution in this matter. 

Thus far reveals that on 03/10/2016 at approximately 1130 hours. Laura HAFOKA and Richard MANNETIE (ex- boyfriend) had 

been arguing over food at the beach access road west of the Kanaha Beach Camp Grounds. MANNETIE assaulted HAFOKA by 

striking her with a pitchfork and backhanded HAFOKA in the mouth. HAFOKA complained of pain to her mouth and both 

arms. Refer to Continuation. 

On 07/13/18 at sunset, possibly sometime around 1900-1930 hours, an unknown, unidentified, offender(s) assaulted Noel 

THORNTON, somewhere in the area of Kanaha Beach Park, Kahului. As a result, THORNTON sustained two complete (2) 

fractures to his lower jaw, one on his left lower jaw, and one {1) on his right lower jaw. THORNTON related that he could not 

recall any details surrounding the assault, to include the area of the assault, the offender(s), or any witnesses/bystanders. 

THORNTON was treated at the Maui Memorial Medical Center Emergency Room by Dr. William EILERT. Per Dr. EILERT the two 

(2) major fractures will cause protracted loss and/or impairment to normal bodily function. Per Dr. EILERT, THORNTON 

sustained no other major injuries. Refer to continuation. 

On 03/05/17 at 1253 hours, Johnathan KOKO KONG {VI-1) reported his girlfriend's (Carrie KAAUWAI Wl-1) mother, Helene 

KAAUWAI (OF-1), punched him in the face after a heated verbal argument. Carrie stated that when they came to the park 

Helene came up and started yelling at KOKO KONG and then punched him on the left side of his face with her right hand. KOKO 

KONG reported feeling pain in his face as a result of the punch but refused medical treatment. KOKO KONG left the area 

without any further incident. KOKO KONG does not desire prosecution in this matter. Report for documentation. 



17042145 ASSAULT 3 

18025612 ASSAULT 3 

18039214 ASSAULT 3 

16020456 ATIEMPTED SUICIDE 

06-0ct-17 1451 

16-Jun-18 1544 

20-Sep-18 1128 

18-May-16 1024 

V-1 reported on the listed date and location, an unknown male grabbed V-1's kite board from the ground and attempted to sell 

it back to V-1. When V-1 informed the male that the kite board was his, the male became irate and began to wave the board 

around in the vicinity of V-1. As the male flailed the board around, the tip of the kite board made contact with V-1 's right upper 

chest once, causing V-1 to feel slight pain. No marks are visible due to V-1 wearing a thick rashgaurd shirt at the time of the 

incident. The male then turned and fled in an unknown direction, leaving the kite board behind with V-1. The unknown male 

offender is described as a slim built 6ft Caucasian male with brown hair and eyes wearing a rainbow colored surf-shorts. V-1 

refused medical treatment for the pain he felt to his chest. V-1 does not desire prosecution in this matter and just wanted to 

document the incident. 

On 06/15/18 at about 1530 hours, Stephen YACKTMAN (VI-1) was walking on the beach when David DORN (OF-1) wrapped his 

kite lines around YACKTMAN's right shoulder while he was kite surfing. DORN did not say anything to YACKTMAN at the time of 

the incident and YACKTMAN did not confront him. YACKTMAN believed DORN did this intentionally, as DORN is an expert kite 

surfer and owns a kite surfing school. YACKTMAN complained of pain to his right shoulder as a result ofthe incident. Report for 

documentation. 

Carissa QUICHOCHO reported on 09/20/18 at about at about 1128 hours; she was punched in the face by a female who was 

later identified as Meikilani WINN. QUICHOCHO is not familiar with WINN and felt that this attack was unprovoked. During the 

altercation, WINN used an unknown object to crack the windshield to the vehicle QUICHOCHO was operating (LHT638). This 

vehicle is currently owned by a Temarius PRESTON. WINN fled the scene prior to Police arrival but was later contacted on 

09/24/18, where she was warned and reprimanded for her actions. PRESTON was later contacted and advised of the damages 

to his windshield. QUICHOCHO sustained pain to her face area but declined any medical attention. Damages to the vehicle's 

windshield have an estimated value of about $200.00. Neither QUICHOCHO nor PRESTON desire prosecution and they are 

satisfied with Police assistance and documentation. 

On 05/18/2016 at 1024 hours, Sanoe KALEKINI reported that Vl-1(13 year old juvenile daughter) said she wanted to end her life 

by hanging herself from a tree. Vl-1 is pregnant, homeless, and extremely depressed due to her current living conditions with 

her family. Sanoe told Police that Vl-1 grabbed a set of jumper cables in attempts to hang herself prior to Police arrival. Vl-1 

said that she is not afraid to be around Sanoe, but does not want to be in the living in a van at the beach. Medic 1 arrived on 

scene and transported Vl-1 at 1030 hours to Maui Memorial Medical Center for further evaluation. Courtney POAI (CPS) was 

contacted and informed of the situation. POAI arrived at the Hospital and took Vl-1 into Protective Custody of Vl-1 on 

05/18/2016 at 1253 hours. Refer to report 16-020451 for additional information. SGT MARTIN DEL-CAMPO was on scene and 

advised of the case. 



16036974 

16022119 

16043615 

17005139 

ATIEMPTED SUICIDE 

BEYOND PARENTAL CONTROL 

BURGLARY NON-RESIDENTIAL- ATIEMPTED 

BURGLARY 

BURGLARY NON-RESIDENTIAL- FORCED ENTRY 

07-Sep-16 0758 

29-May-16 0906 

20-0ct-16 0800 

04-Feb-17 0757 

Kychaelle-Lynn PUAHALA reported that on 09/07/16 at about 0755 hours, she and her heavily intoxicated boyfriend identified 

as Steven SAROL were involved in a heated argument regarding an undisclosed personal issue in the brush area of a beach area 

known as Kite Surf Beach, off of Amala Road in Kahului, County of Maui. As the argument escalated, SAROL began to cry and 

attempted to hang himself with a piece of rope to nearby tree. Upon police arrivat it was discovered that PUAHALA was able 

to remove the rope SAROL's neck. SAROL was found to have rope burn marks on his neck, however at no time did he lose 

consciousness. Checks with Dispatch revealed no past act of physical abuse between these two (2) parties. SAROL was 

counseled for his actions and he related understanding.Medic One (1) personnel arrived on scene and assessed SAROL's 

injuries. SAROL did not wish to be transported by Medics and opted to be transported by Police personnel to the Maui 

Memorial Medical Center Emergency Room for further psychological evaluation. 

Sanoe KALEKINI (Mother I Vl-1) reports her 12 y/o daughter (OF-1) threw a tantrum and started picking a fight with the 16 y/o 

sister {10-1). KALEKINI was able to separate the two and scolded OF-1. Upon police arrivat OF-1 was observed pouting and 

screaming. Attempts to speak and counsel OF-1 went on deaf ears, she chose to ignore me and continued to pout. KALEKINI 

indicated she had everything under control and did not need any police assistance. 

Timothy BROWN {RP-1) reported that between 10/19/16 at about 1630 hours and 10/20/16 at about 0730 hours, unknown 

offender(s) attempted to gain entry to the lifeguard storage building located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, County of Maui. 

The offender(s) utilized unknown means to removed the panes of glass from the window. The offender(s) damaged the window 

but fled the area undetected without any items. BROWN had no suspects or witnesses. Refer to continuation ... 

Between 02/03/17 at about 1645 hours and 02/04/17 at about 0730 hours, unknown offender(s) approached the fenced in 

premises of the County of Maui: Ocean Safety Storage Facility, located within Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, County of Maui. 

The offender(s) utilized an unknown cutting instrument to cut a 69 inch by 19 inch hole in the south facing fence line of the 

facility to gain entry into the premises without permission or consent. Once within the premises, the offender(s) cut the 

padlock to the storage bay door, however entry was unsuccessful. The offender(s) proceeded to utilize an unknown instrument 

to pry the doorway to gain entry into the building. Once within the building, the offender(s) removed items within, valued at 

$1,450.00.The offender(s) proceeded to open a nearby unsecured tool box, which was affixed to a ski trailer within the same 

fenced-in premises. However, the offender(s) were unable to find any items of value. The offender(s) then fled the area with 

the stolen items in an unknown direction. undetected. Damages estimated at $230.00.There are no witnesses. suspects. or 



17020847 BURGLARY NON-RESIDENTIAL- FORCED ENTRY 

17045559 BURGLARY NON-RESIDENTIAL- FORCED ENTRY 

18045632 BURGLARY NON-RESIDENTIAL- FORCED ENTRY 

18020393 BURGLARY NON-RESIDENTIAL- UNLAWFUL ENTRY 

19-May-17 1023 

29-0ct-17 1152 

03-Nov-18 0806 

12-May-18 1121 

Daryl QUENGA (Maui County Lifeguard) reported between 05/17/2017 at 1700 hours and 05/19/2017 at 1028 hours, unknown 

offender(s) utilized unknown means to unlawfully enter the Lifeguard stand, unit 8B, located at 29 Alahao Street, Kahului, 

County of Maui. At this time it is unknown whether anything had been stolen. Refer to continuation. 

Sometime between 10/28/17 at about 1630 hours and 10/29/17 at about 1000 hours, unknown offender(s) entered the 

secured lifeguard tower 8B without permission, located at Kanaha Beach Park 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Offender(s) then fled 

the area in an unknown direction. Refer to continuation. 

Randy HILLEN reported that sometime between 11/02/18 at 1655 hours and 11/03/18 at 0740 hours, an unknown offender(s) 

made entry into the wooden garage that is used to secure vehicles and equipment for the County of Maui Ocean Safety located 

at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, County of Maui. The offender(s) made entry through the unlocked electrical room adjacent to 

the main garage door. The offender(s) then made entry into the garage by climbing up and through a gap in between the roof 

and the wooden wall separating the electrical room and the garage. While inside the garage, the offender(s) then opened the 

unlocked yellow storage cabinet and removed two (2) red (5) Gallon Gas containers filled with unleaded gasoline. The 

offender(s) then left the area with the items in an unknown direction, undetected. The stolen items were valued at an 

estimated total of $140.00. 

County of Maui Lifeguard, Kawika NELSON (RP-1) reported an unknown offender(s) broke into life guard tower# 10-A at 

Kanaha Beach Park and stole the cell phone assigned to this tower. The cell phone was valued at $65.00.Refer to continuation. 



16039218 CAMPING AREAS 

16039282 CAMPING PERMITS 

16045223 CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT 

17001609 CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT 

21-Sep-16 0601 

21-Sep-16 1302 

30-0ct-16 0939 

11-Jan-17 1647 

Our Unit (Community Policing) conducted a joint operation at Kanaha Beach Park with the County Park Rangers to address 

citizen complaints regarding unlawful camping, abandoned vehicles, and criminal littering. Checks made and located OFl 

(Matthew-Ryan SANCHES) sleeping in a tent which was situated on the makai shoulder of Amala Place, between 1st and 2nd 

entrance at Kanaha Beach Park. There were several "No Camping Anytime" and "No Parking Anytime" signs posted where 

SANCHES was camping. SANCHES was awakened and cited for Vehicle Parked for Camping Violations under 0994553MM. 

While conducting enforcement at Kanaha Beach Park, I made contact with OF-1 who was sleeping in a tent within the park. 

Checks made revealed she did not have a camping permit and was living there homeless with other family members. OF-1 was 

advised of the law and asked to move on, which she did without incident. She was also given a resource card with contact 

information to homeless assistance. Report submitted for documentation. 

David WATIMAR (RP-1) reports on 10/30/16 at 0800 hours, he first noticed Vl-1 (3 y/o) walking around the parking lot at 

Kanaha Beach Park (3rd entrance). The child was unattended and thought the parents were close by. For the next 2 hours, 

WATIMAR noticed Vl-1 was still walking around with no adult supervision. Vl-1 was observed to be wearing just a diaper and 

shivering. WATIMAR gave the child a tee shirt and towel to keep warm and asked a beach goer, Thomas RICHARDS (10-1), to 

call police. When I arrived I checked the child for any visible injuries. Vl-1 was uninjured, however was wet and shivering from 

the passing showers. Attempts to ascertain any information from the child were difficult, as he barely spoke any English. 

Checks was made of the area in attempts to locate Vl-1 's parent(s) I guardian(s). Checks were met with negative results. I then 

took the child into protective custody and contacted Child Protective Services. While waiting for CPS, the boy's father, Valerio 

MESEK (OF-1). was seen walking from the beach area. I contacted MESEK and he confirmed Vl-1 is his son. Subsequently 

On 01/05/17 at approximately 2000 hours, Kupaa PAHUKOA, a three year old juvenile male, fell into a cooking fire while he was 

in the care of his parents, Shalei PAHUKOA and Aaron WAIKIKI KEPANI. Refer to continuation. 



18032067 CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT 

17002723 CIVIL MADER 

17030267 CIVILMATIER 

17028594 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 3 

31-Jul-18 1443 

19-Jan-17 1007 

21-Jul-17 1630 

11-Jul-17 0705 

On 07/31/2018 at 1500 hrs Reginald REMIGIO Jr reported that his former girlfriend Myungsang SONG dropped off her four 

year old twins (VI-1 and Vl-2) at Kanaha Beach Park the previous day at 1845 hrs. SONG told him she would pick them up in a 

couple of hours but she failed to pick up the twins. REMIGIO Jr currently resides in a homeless shelter and he could not take 

the twins there. He slept with the children in a vehicle overnight at the park. He does not believe that he is the biological 

father of the children and his name is not on their birth certificate. All attempts at contacting SONG were met with negative 

results and a message was left on her voice mail. On 07/31/2018 at 1655 hours Vl-1 and Vl-2 were taken into protective 

custody. Tehani FREITAS from the Child Welfare Services was on scene and subsequently took custody of the twins. On 

07/31/2018 at about 1800 hours Myungsang SONG contacted the Maui Police Department. I explained this investigation to 

her. She stated that she left her children with REMIGIO Jr because his is their father although he is not on their birth certificate. 

Edward BRETIER reported observing an unknown female open the front passenger door of vehicle LEW126. As she opened to 

the door it slammed into the rear drivers side door of his vehicle (LDV231), causing minor damages. The female looked at the 

damage, got into the drivers seat of her vehicle and fled the area. Checks made at the registered owners address (540 South 

Kamehameha Avenue) were met with negative results as the vehicle was not there and no one appeared to be home. BRETIER 

was informed of my findings and was satisfied with Police assistance. Damages are estimated at under $1,000.00. Report 

made for records. 

On July 21, 2017 at 1649 hours, Tiffany AKANA reported that she was bitten by a pit bull K-9 owned by a female later identified 

as Jamie VINCENT at the Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, County of Maui. AKANA stated that on July 20, 2017 at about 1730 

hours, she approached VINCENT to give her recyclables. At this time the K-9 attacked her from under VINCENT's vehicle and bit 

her on her stomach area. As a result of the incident, AKANA sustained a 2-3 inch laceration on the left side of her stomach. She 

had gone to the hospital and was given a shot for her injuries. Documentation of this incident was requested and no 

prosecution was desired at this time. 

Billy TAGAY (RP-1) reports sometime between 07/10/17 at 2000 hours to 07/11/17 to 0600 hours, unknown offender(s) had 

cut down a mature Milo tree near the shore line of Kanaha Beach Park. The tree is valued around $1000.00. The park was 

closed at the time and there were no witnesses. TAGAY requested police to document the incident. 



19002312 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 3 

16018708 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

16034721 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

16039583 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

16-Jan-19 0818 

07-May-16 0109 

23-Aug-16 0727 

23-Sep-16 1451 

Timothy BROWN (Life Guard, Supervisor) reported that an unknown offender cut a hole in the chain link fencing at the Life 

Guard Storage facility in Kanaha Beach Park. Nothing else was found damaged or missing. There are no witnesses, and video 

surveillance footage of the area. Estimated cost to replace the section of fencing damaged is approximately $800.00. Report 

made for documentation purposes. 

On 05107116 at 0100 hours during my tour of duty as I was conducting beat checks of the listed area, I observed the second 

entrance I gate to Kanaha Beach Park open. Upon further inspection, I observed the pad lock and chain to the gate cut I 
damaged. The park was unattended at the time and no one was seen in the area. The facility does not have any surveillance 

cameras posted and there were no witnesses. The gate was still intact and had no structural damages. Damages to the pad lock 

estimated around $15.00. Central Dispatch was advised to contact County of Maui Parks and Recreations to advised of the 

damaged pad lock. The gate was closed, however could not be secured. 

Jeremie MARKO (Member of Laeula 0 Kai Canoe Club) reported between 0812212016 at 1700 hours and 0812312016 at about 

0430 hours an unknown offender(s) damaged the combination lock which secured their storage shed at Kanaha Beach Park. 

The lock was found still intact and the storage was not entered. There are no suspect(s) and witnesses at this time. The lock 

was valued at $20.00. 

Stephen HERSH reported that he observed OF-1 yelling and swearing at himself within the parking lot area of Kanaha Beach 

Park. This area is located within the turn-about lane, fronting the North West section of the parking lot. During the incident, OF-

1 suddenly began kicking the wooden fence surrounding the parking lot, and broke a piece of the fence and threw it to the 

ground. HERSH informed County of Maui Lifeguard Daryl QUENGA, who made contact with OF-1. OF-1 however, did not say 

anything and fled the parking lot area within a red colored multi-purpose vehicle (unknown plates). Neither HERSH or QUENGA 

has seen this male in the past, and does not know where he could be at this time. QUENGA mentioned that OF-1 is homeless, 

and is known to frequent Kanaha Beach. A digital image of OF-1 was taken during the time of this incident, and submitted as an 

attachment to this report. OF-1 fled the area undetected and checks for OF-1 or the vehicle were met with negative results at 

this time. OF-1 is unknown at this time and no persecution is desired in this matter. Damages estimated under $50. 



16040795 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

17004016 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

17021493 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

17040091 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

01-0ct-16 1341 

27-Jan-17 1719 

23-May-17 1249 

23-Sep-17 1934 

On 10/01/16 at about 1341 hours, at Kanaha Beach Park located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, Arson JIM was observed by 

Judie VIVIAN and beach goers yelling, swearing, and challenging individuals in the area to a fight. Police made contact with JIM 

who was intoxicated and disobeyed orders to calm down and stop yelling. VIVIAN was alarmed by the actions of JIMArson JIM 

was placed under arrest for DISORDERLY CONDUCT. While within MPD740 JIM kicked and damaged the plastic housing that 

secures the rear brake light. JIM was placed under arrest for CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE IV. Damages less than $500.Refer 

to continuation. 

Dawn Marie CORDEIRO reported her boyfriend, Kyle PHILLIPS slammed the front passenger door of her vehicle while they were 

within the parking lot at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. PHILLIPS slammed her door so hard that it caused a dent to the door 

and fender. PHILLIPS then fled the area shortly after. CORDEIRO estimates the damages to her vehicle, under $99.00. She 

desired for the incident to be documented and is satisfied with Police assistance. 

Vl-1 reported that unknown offender(s) shattered his rear passenger side window to vehicle LAE435 by unknown means 

causing $250 dollars worth of damage. There are no witnesses or suspects. No entry was made and nothing was taken. There 

is no video surveillance or manned security of the dirt parking lot. Vl-1 desired documentation of the incident for insurance 

purposes only. No prosecution desired. Report submitted for documentation. 

On the above date, time and location the offender "Pudge RODRIGUES" broke the passenger side view mirror to the Nissan 

pickup truck bearing Hawaii license plate (C of M-2519) registered to the County of Maui Park Ranger. The driver was park 

ranger Chen SOKUNTHY. SOKUNTHY stated that the offender hit the passenger side view mirror and broke the plastic covering 

to it. He is requesting documentation on behalf of the County of Maui.SOKUNTHY had nothing further to add.Damages place at 

$200.00 



18045984 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

19004085 CRIMINAL PROPERTY DAMAGE 4 

18027663 CRIMINAL TAMPERING 2 

16046959 CRIMINAL TRESPASS 2 

05-Nov-18 1836 

27-Jan-19 2349 

01-Jul-18 0819 

10-Nov-16 0807 

On 11/05/18 at about 1830 hours near the area of Kanaha Beach Park located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, Vl-1 John SYSLAK 

reported an unknown male offender threw a rock at his back windshield of his vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate HKG931. 

SYSLAK valued his window at about$ 500.00. The offender fled the area towards Kanaha Beach Park, checks were made in the 

area, however met with negative results. SYSLAK requested report be made for documentation purposes at this time. 

On 01/28/19 at about 0018 hours, while investigating a Disorderly Conduct type case, checks of the main gate entrance at 

Kanaha Beach Park revealed that the chain lock to the gate had been damaged leaving the gate unsecured. Contact with RP-1 

(Airport security) revealed that the gate is locked on a daily basis at around 2000 hours by Rover 7. RP-1 related he does not 

know who broke the lock and desires the incident be documented. He estimates the damage to the chain lock to be $50. 

Report for documentation. 

Duane PAGAN (Lifeguard) reported that between 06/30/2018 at approximately 1645 hours and 07/01/2018 at approximately 

0800 hours, an unknown offender(s) removed five bolts from the wooden shutters that protect the windows/door of lifeguard 

tower 8689630, located at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. The windows/door remained intact and no damages were observed. 

No suspects, witnesses or evidence. PAGAN did not desire prosecution regarding the matter. 

V1 (Stephen CRAMER), Maui County Park Ranger Supervisor, requested police assistance to stand by while he remove unlawful 

campers and trespassers at Kanaha Beach Park. CRAMER had issued trespass notices to OF1 (Laurie FLORES), OF2 (Darren 

MATSUOKA), OF3 (Bonni FELICIANO), OF4 (Cienna FELICIANO), and OFS (Eleanor RACADIO) several weeks ago to leave the park 

as they were illegally camping. All parties were contacted and began to remove their belongings from the park. CRAMER will be 

making arrangements with the Park and Recreation for trash removal. Documentation only. 



18038537 CRUELTY TO ANIMALS 2 

16047398 CURFEW VIOLATION 

16002296 DERELICT VEHICLE 

16007189 DERELICT VEHICLE 

15-Sep-18 1056 

13-Nov-16 0258 

16-Jan-16 0854 

19-Feb-16 1000 

Larry KEANINI {VI-1) reports on the above date & time, he observed Thomas MCNULTY {OF-1) point and shoot a airgun towards 

the feral chickens around the park area of Kanaha Beach. KEANINI watched MCNULTY discharge the weapon at least 5 times. 

MCNULTY was contacted and he admitted that he was discharging the airgun, it was only to scare the chickens away from the 

cats. Checks made of the area, and I did not observe or find any wounded or dead chickens. MCNULTY was Warned and 

Reprimanded for his actions and educated on the use of an airgun. KEANINI was satisfied with police efforts. 

On 11/13/16 at about 0258 hours, OF-1 {15 y/o female) and OF-2 (14 y/o female) were located on Alahao Street fronting the 

gate to Kanaha Beach Park past curfew (2200 hours) and with vehicle MDA838. Vehicle MDA838 is registered to their mother, 

Chelsea SHORT. OF-1 and OF-2 stated there 25 year old cousin, Shane PACHECO CARLOS, drove them there and ditched them 

when he saw Police. PACHECO CARLOS is suspected to have ran as he has three active warrants for his arrest. SHORT was 

contacted and responded to the scene. OF-1/0F-2 were W&R'd for their actions and released to SHORT without incident. 

Records. 

On 01/16/16 at 0900 hours, I observed three {3) derelict vehicles parked along the west bound shoulder of Amala Place 

fronting the Kanaha Camp grounds. All three {3) vehicles had been parked at the listed location in excess of 24 hours with no 

signs of movement. All three (3) vehicles were filled with trash and other debris. The 1st vehicle (MKU-295) is registered to OW

l, the 2nd vehicle (EJF-827) is registered to OW-2, and the 3rd vehicle MHH-359 has a Notice of Transfer Pending status. Checks 

with Central Dispatch reveals all three (3) vehicle are NOT reported stolen. All three (3) vehicles were marked on the driver's 

side tires at the 6 and 12 o'clock position and MPD sticker #317 was placed on the driver's windows. Attempts to obtain an 

odometer reading were met with negative results, all three {3) vehicle's instrument panels was obstructed by the trash. 

Suggest a copy of this report be forwarded to the County of Maui Department of Environmental Management Division for 

review and removai.R/0 MKU-295 registered to OW-l. VIN: 2P4GP4533VR228555. ODO unknown.R/0 EJF-827 registered to 

Reported vehicle MJB-990 was parked unattended/secured roadside at the above location with flat tire and covered with 

dirt/debris. Vehicle had not been moved for over 24 hours as the tire marking remains the same at 0600 and 1200 o'clock 

position. Per dispatch, vehicle not reported stolen. Vehicle marked derelict utilizing MPD Form 317. The odometer reading is 

digital and the VIN #is 2B4GP2436YR534337. Request report be forwarded to County Environmental Management for vehicle 

removal. 



16039938 DERELICT VEHICLE 

17011896 DERELICT VEHICLE 

18004600 DERELICT VEHICLE 

16013173 DISORDERLY CONDUCT PM 

26-Sep-16 0857 

21-Mar-17 1742 

31-Jan-18 0947 

31-Mar-16 1423 

On 09/26/16 at about 0857 hours, I was assigned by Central Dispatch to respond Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, just before last 

entrance regarding a Stalled Vehicle type case. Vehicle LCP521 was observed parked unattended just before the last entrance 

to Kanaha Beach Park. The vehicles interior was stripped and entire exterior was damaged with parts missing. Vehicle has been 

parked there for multiple days and looks to be abandoned and inoperable. Checks with Dispatch revealed the vehicle is not 

reported stolen. Vehicle was marked abandoned utilizing MPD form 317 affixed to the left rear panel area. Suggest a copy of 

report be forwarded to the Environmental Management Division for removal/disposal. 

Caller reported observing a stripped vehicle (MEH013) parked within the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park. Checks revealed 

that the vehicle had no motor, no front windshield, no seats, and no doors. Checks with Dispatch with the vehicle's license 

plates and VIN (1FTYR10C6WUC72532) revealed that the vehicle was not reported stolen and had a "Notice Of Transfer 

Pending". Suggest a copy of this report be forwarded to the Maui County Environmental Management for removal. 

On 01/31/18 at 0945 hours, while conducting routine checks of Kanaha Beach Park for derelict/abandoned vehicles, I observed 

vehicle NPX023 parked unattended/unsecured within the second (2) entrance parking lot (North side) of Kanaha Beach Park. 

The vehicle was filled with various items and appeared someone was stripping the vehicle for parts. The vehicle was missing all 

four tires and major engine parts. The vehicle was marked with MPD form 317 on the drivers side and rear of the vehicle. 

Central Dispatch related the vehicle comes back to a Notice of Transfer Pending and was not reported stolen. Suggest report be 

forwarded to the Department of Environmental Management for immediate removal. Documentation only. 

On 03/31/16 at 1423 hours, an anonymous caller called to report a male, identified as Lawton BAOY (OF-1), being disorderly in 

the parking lot of the Kanaha Beach camp grounds. The caller reported the male operating a red/maroon van, doing "donuts" in 

the gravel lot and screaming at beach goers. Upon police arrival, people in the area indicated BAOY was on the beach as they 

pointed towards the shore area. The people contacted did not want to make a formal complaint or give their information. 

BAOY was observed sitting on the beach, prior to being contacted by police. BAOY indicated the van is his, however he wasn't 

driving it. BAOY was informed of the complaint and advised not to cause any trouble in the park. BAOY indicated he 

understood and would comply with police request. 



16013182 DISORDERLY CONDUCT PM 

16015437 DISORDERLY CONDUCT PM 

16024942 DISORDERLY CONDUCT PM 

16027191 DISORDERLY CONDUCT PM 

31-Mar-16 1515 

15-Apr-16 0449 

18-Jun-16 1335 

03-Jul-16 2224 

On 03/31/16 at 1515 hours, an anonymous caller called to report a male, identified as Lawton BAOY (OF-1), being disorderly in 

the camp grounds of Kanaha Beach. Caller reported BAOY was yelling and throwing small logs towards beach/camp goers in the 

area. Upon police arrival, I observed BAOY standing on a picnic table yelling and pounding on his chest. The people in the area 

refused to make a formal complaint and the caller could not be located. BAOY was issued MPD Form #1000 Warning Citation 

DISORDERLY CONDUCT COMMITIED IN A PARK OR RECREATIONAL FACILITY. The Warning Citation was set to expire on 

04/01/16 at 1600 hours. Central Dispatch was advised of its issuance. BAOY left the park without incident. 

Larry KEANINI (VI-1) reports on 04/15/16 between 0300 to 0500 hours, Lawton BAOY (OF-1) had been making loud noises in 

the camp grounds parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park. BAOY had been sporadically playing his car stereo loudly and yelling to 

himself. KEANINI had enough, so he called police. Upon police arrival, BAOY was observed to be dancing and yelling in the 

parking lot. BAOY was contacted and warned and reprimanded for his actions. BAOY was instructed to leave the park grounds, 

which he did. KEANINI was satisfied with police assistance in this matter and desired nothing further. 

On 06/18/16 at 0915 hours, Lawton BAOY (OF-1) was issued a Warning Citation Disorderly Conduct citation (MPD #1000) to 

vacate the Kanaha Beach Park grounds, including the camp grounds for a period of 24 hours. It was issued under report no. 16-

024910 (Disorderly Conduct) which expires on 06/19/16 at 0915 hours. Police were called back at 1335 hours, an anonymous 

caller reported BAOY was seen naked and being disorderly. Upon police arrival, I observed BAOY in the camp grounds sitting at 

a picnic bench at camp site #11. BAOY was arrested and transported to the Wailuku Station for processing and booking without 

incident. 

On 07/03/16 at about 2200 hours at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, Sandra KEANINI reported Jeremy PUAILIHAU was playing 

loud music and was intoxicated as he was yelling causing KEANINI to feel alarmed. Upon Police arrival, PUAILIHAU was 

observed to be playing loud music and was intoxicated as the odor of liquor was emanating from his breath and person. 

PUAILIHAU was warned and reprimanded for his actions as he turned off the music. KEANINI was satisfied with Police 

assistance in this matter. 



16025541 

16005676 

16022772 

16045141 

DISORDERLY CONDUCT VL 

DUTY UPON STRIKING UNATIENDED VEHICLE OR 

PROPERTY 

DUTY UPON STRIKING UNATIENDED VEHICLE OR 

PROPERTY 

DUTY UPON STRIKING UNATIENDED VEHICLE OR 

PROPERTY 

22-Jun-16 2131 

08-Feb-16 1236 

03-Jun-16 0626 

29-0ct-16 1857 

Renee KAHAHANE reported hearing Lawton BAOY yelling and screaming while hitting the walls of the portable toilets of the 

mentioned location. BAOY's actions caused her to feel alarmed. Upon contact, BAOY stated that he was just having a hard 

time using the portable toilets, due to his physical condition. BAOY was warned and reprimanded for his actions and left the 

area without further incident. KAHAHANE was satisfied with Police assistance and requested documentation. 

Vl-1 reported he parked his vehicle MMJ096(HI) within the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park (2nd entrance) on 02/07/16 at 

about 1200 hours and it was not damaged. Vl-1 returned to his vehicle on 02/07/16 at about 1730 hours and observed 

damages to his passenger side headlight. There was no note left and no vehicles around that appeared to have struck OW-l's 

vehicle. Damages estimated less than $3,000.00 

Report for Records 

Pursuant to a motor vehicle accident type case number 16-022771, it was revealed that the responsible vehicle (described as a 

black colored Honda sedan), fled the scene without notifying proper authorities of the incident. No plates or description of the 

operator were obtained. No vehicles matching the above description were observed in the area. There are no witnesses, 

suspects or evidence at this time. and no injuries resulted as a result of this collision.Refer to report 16-022771 for additional 

information. 

On October 29, 2016 at about 1901 hours, while investigating a motor vehicle accident under report# 16-45140, Angela MIKE 

reported that she parked her vehicle MJC959 along the curb in the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park and left her vehicle 

unattended.Susumu LINGKOL operator of vehicle MRG624 collided into the rear of MIKE's vehicle and fled the area without 

leaving any vehicle/personal information regarding the accident. Checks with dispatch revealed Susumu LINGKOL to be the 

registered owner of vehicle MRG624. On October 30, 2016 at 1433 hours, checks at LINGKOL'S residence located 106 

Waimaluhia lane, Apt #204 in Wailuku, were met with negative results, he was not home. Suggest 1 B/C 12, make periodic 

checks at LINGKOLS residence located at 106 Waimaluhia lane, Apt #204 in Wailuku. If located advisement of his constitutional 

rights, obtain a statement and all vehicle information for this case. 



18031524 

17048463 

16048784 

16026484 

DUTY UPON STRIKING UNATIENDED VEHICLE OR 

PROPERTY 

FELONY ABUSE OF FAMILY-STRANGULATION 

FIRE REPORT 

FOUND PROPERTY 

27-Jul-18 1912 

16-Nov-17 1617 

22-Nov-16 0741 

28-Jun-16 1834 

Troy LEE {VI-1) reported in regards to Motor Vehicle Accident# 18-031523, unknown offender(s), operating an unknown 

vehicle, collided into his vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates LHB-467, that was parked unattended within the gravel parking 

lot at Kanaha Beach Park, near the old camp grounds. No injuries were reported or observed, and the offender(s) failed to 

report the incident to the police or leave any information on Troy LEE's rental vehicle to exchange information at a later time. 

Troy's vehicle sustained damages to the front hood and bumper The damages were estimated to be less then $3,000.00. 

Carrie KAAUWAI {VI-1) reported on 11/16/17 at about 1610 hours, at the Kanaha Beach Park parking lot she and her boyfriend, 

Johnathan KOKO KONG were in a heated argument. The argument turned physical, when KOKO KONG placed his hands around 

KAAUWAI'S neck. KAAUWAI indicated KOKO KONG squeezed her throat which impeded her breathing for about 3 seconds. 

KAAUWAI indicated she did not lose consciousness at any time, however complained of pain to said area. Refer to continuation. 

Kalima 0 Maui Grounds Maintenance worker Billy TAGAY, reported while performing work at Kanaha Beach Park, he was 

informed by an unknown individual, that a tree was on fire within the park area. This area is located along the North facing 

shoreline, fronting the third entrance to the park. Investigation revealed that an unknown individual constructed a fire pit 

under the hollow base portion of a tree stump, and left the area without properly extinguishing the coal. Engine {10) arrived on 

scene and extinguished the embers without incident. No damages were observed or reported. There were no suspicious items, 

activity or individuals observed in the area, and the cause of the fire is undetermined at this time. 

On 06/28/16 at about 1834 hours, an anonymous bystander handed over a set of keys to police he had found in the parking lot 

of Kanaha Beach Park. The individual found the set of keys at about 1820 hours. The set of keys are duplicates and look to 

possibly belong to the Lifeguards. They are engraved AP, ACCl, and ACC3. Checks in ileads for keys matching this description 

were met with negative results. 



16033996 FOUND PROPERTY 

16040959 FOUND PROPERTY 

18033257 FRAUDULENT USE OF CREDIT CARD >$300 

16000295 HARASSMENT 

18-Aug-16 1548 

02-0ct-16 2009 

08-Aug-18 1709 

03-Jan-16 1310 

On the above listed date and time, RP-1 turned over a plastic pouch containing $9.00 US Cash Currency (9x$1 billsL 1 EBT card 

and 1 medical insurance coverage card belonging to Vl-1. I LEADS checks revealed Vl-1 is homeless. RP-1 relayed finding said 

items at Kanaha Beach Park. Attempts to contact Vl-1 via phone was negative in findings. I LEADS checks revealed no LOST 

PROPERTY, THEFT or UEMV type cases in Vl-1 's name. Vl-l's items were submitted to the Evidence Section for safekeeping 

purposes only at this time (refer to attached MPD Form #137 for further details). 

On 10/02/2016 at 2030 hours the RP Sharon COELHO, while on routine patrol found 8 red and white windsurfing type sails, 

and 1 approximately 9' long blue and white kite board. These items were left unsecured and unattended at the last entrance of 

Kanaha beach park. Calls made to Paragon vacation rentals reveled the number listed is just an answering service. The sails 

and board was recovered and brought to the Maui Police Department and placed in bulk storage for safe keeping. 

Documentation only. 

On 08/08/18 between 1645 and 1705 hours, unknown offender(s) stole a 2006, silver in color, BMW, Z4, two (2) door 

convertible, bearing Hawaii License plate MPM584 and registered to Richard MARSH. Vehicle was left parked and secured, 

facing North, fronting Kite Beach at Kanaha Beach park, closest to 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. MARSH left his vehicle keys, 

phone and wallet within a bag, near the beach. Unknown offender(s) stole these items out of the bag, then utilized the vehicle 

keys to gain access to the vehicle. Value of stolen items estimated at $3,631.00. Vehicle valued at $10,000.00. Refer to 

continuation. 

Alice SANBORN (VI-1) reported that on 01/03/16 at about 1100 hours, she was approached by a known transient male 

identified as Lavatus DONERSON (OF-1) within the beach park known as the Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, County of Maui. 

DONERSON began swearing at her, which caused SANBORN to become alarmed. SANBORN knows DONERSON as he is the ex

boyfriend to her cousin's daughter identified as Sierra ATILANO (10-1). After this one sided verbal altercation, DONERSON left 

the area on foot in an unknown direction. Per SANBORN, DONERSON is currently homeless and resides somewhere within the 

beach park. SANBORN did not desire police to make contact with DONERSON at this time in fear of further retaliation. 

SANBORN was advised on how to obtain an Injunction Against Harassment and no further police involvement was required. 



16022011 HARASSMENT 

16023068 HARASSMENT 

16024910 HARASSMENT 

16025197 HARASSMENT 

28-May-16 1358 

05-Jun-16 0858 

18-Jun-16 0900 

20-Jun-16 1316 

Dana ALFONSO reported on 05/28/16 at about 1330 hours she was within the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului and 

was approached by her friends husband, Jesse DAVIS. DAVIS, who is deaf, began yelling at her and showing her the middle 

finger in an aggressive manner. ALFONSO was alarmed by the actions of DAVIS. After yelling for a few minutes DAVIS left the 

area. Checks in the area for DAVIS were met with negative results. ALFONSO wished to document a case with Police as she is in 

the process of applying for an Injunction Against Harassment. Report for records purposes. 

Marie HEFLEY reported she was approached by Lawton BAOY who demanded she leave the island. BAOY began swearing and 

shouting at HELFEY causing her to feel afraid/alarmed for her safety. HEFLEY wanted BAOY to be talked to and advised to leave 

her alone. BAOY was contacted and Warned/Reprimanded. He stated he would leave HEFLEY alone as he is the ultimate man of 

peace. HEFLEY was satisfied with BAOY leaving her alone and being the ultimate man of peace. No further police assistance 

needed. 

Vl-1 Sandra KEANINI reports on 06/18/16@ 0830 hours at the Kanaha Beach Park camp grounds, she had just fed OF-1 Lawton 

BAOY. After feeding BAOY, he was unappreciative and started swearing and yelling at KEANINI. KEANINI called police for 

assistance. Upon police arrival, BAOY was found to be loud and throwing his belongings in the camping area. BAOY has had 

numerous calls against him for the same type of behavior. BAOY was issued a Warning Citation Disorderly Conduct form #1000. 

Central Dispatch was advised of the issuance, BAOY is to stay away from the park for a period of 24 hours, which expires on 

06/19/16@ 0915 hours. BAOY left the park area without incident. 

Gene MOORE reported on 06/20/16 at about 1000 hours while within Kanaha Beach Park Roy KOYANAGI came to MOORE's 

campsite and began yelling at him and trying to make contact with Shelly MEDEIROS, causing MOORE to feel alarmed. Checks 

revealed there is an active Orderfor Protection between KOYANAGI (Petitioner) and MEDEIROS (Respondent). Per MEDEIROS 

and MOORE, MEDEIROS did not make contact with KOYANAGI as she walked away when she saw him. Checks in the area and 

attempts to contact KOYANAGI were met with negative results. Report for records purposes. 



16029008 HARASSMENT 

16029985 HARASSMENT 

17031893 HARASSMENT 

17035005 HARASSMENT 

16-Jul-16 1502 

23-Jul-16 0125 

01-Aug-17 1517 

21-Aug-17 1844 

Vl-1 Hyeson VIM reports on the above date/time she was parked in a marked stall at the parking area of the third entrance. As 

she was in the stall, OF-1 Olecis KOA, started harassing her. KOA told her she couldn't park there and she needed to leave. VIM 

didn't leave, so KOA started leaning up against her vehicle. No damages were made to VIM's vehicle. KOA was warned and 

reprimanded for his actions and VIM was satisfied with police assistance. KOA left the park without incident. 

On 07/23/16 at about 0100 hours at Kanaha Beach Park Campgrounds, Seth SIMS reported being in physical altercation with 

James PARKER who he was drinking alcohol with prior to this incident. SIMS was drinking at PARKER's campsite when an 

argument ensued which resulted in PARKER attempting to punch SIMS but missed. No injuries were observed or complained of 

by either party. PARKER denied being involved in a physical altercation with SIMS. PARKER was warned and reprimanded for 

his actions and SIMS was satisfied with Police assistance in this matter. 

On July 01, 2017 1520 hours, Tiffany AKANA reported that she was being harassed by her girlfriends son identified as "Kaiola 

ELIZARES" via text message. AKANA stated that ELIZARES has been sending text messages threatening to cause bodily harm to 

her. AKANA stated that ELIZARES is doing this because he is upset about her relationship with his mom. Documentation of this 

incident was requested and no prosecution is desired at this time. 

Laura HAFOKA reported that Jeffery GASPER has been staring and following her for unknown reasons for the past two weeks. 

HAFOKA stated that GASPER follows her at Kahului Beach Park while she feeds the stray cats. HAFOKA stated that GASPER has 

not said anything to her, but she did observe him in a fighting stance that caused her alarm. HAFOKA also stated that Jeffery 

GASPER did start to take off his beach towel towards her, but she turned away before she saw anything. HAFOKA feels afraid 

for her safety as GASPER seems to be at all the locations that she frequents. HAFOKA is seeking documentation in order to 

strengthen her case in court in the hopes of obtaining court issued documents to keep GASPER away from her. Checks in the 

area for Jeffery GASPER were negative and HAFOKA was satisfied with the documentation and desired nothing 

further.CONNECT UP REPORTS:17-034178-Harassment 



17038058 HARASSMENT 

17041096 HARASSMENT 

17047831 HARASSMENT 

18001484 HARASSMENT 

10-Sep-17 1843 

29-Sep-17 1956 

12-Nov-17 1916 

10-Jan-18 1725 

Laura HAFOKA reported that on 09/10/17 at about 1835 hours, she was involved in a heated argument with a male party 

identified as Humberto ARGUELLO within the Kanaha Beach Campgrounds parking lot in Kahului, County of Maui. This incident 

stemmed from HAFOKA thinking ARGUELLO injured a cat in the area, which was later found to be unwarranted. As the 

argument escalated, ARGUELLO pushed HAFOKA 's chest with both of his hands into her vehicle LFN-978 and he fled the area 

within vehicle LGZ-327. HAFOKA did not sustain any pain or injury as a result of this incident, however she was alarmed by 

ARGUELLO's actions. Per HAFOKA, she did not desire prosecution and she required this report for documentation purposes 

only.At about 1951 hour, contact was made with ARGUELLO at the Wailuku Police Station, who admitted to pushing HAFOKA. 

He indicated that he only pushed HAFOKA to avoid being punched by her. ARGUELLO was counseled for his actions and he 

related understanding. No further Police involvement was required. 
Humberto ARGUELLO reported that on 09/29/17 at about 1900 hours, he was on the beach in the area of Kanaha Beach Park. A 

white van of unknown make and model rapidly drove up to him and stopped within a few feet of his location. The operator of 

the van began to rev the engine several times before turning around and leaving the area. ARGUELLO felt harassed by this. As 

ARGUELLO left the area in his vehicle, he passed the same white van and saw a female known to him as Laura HAFOKA standing 

next to it. ARGUELLA could not see who was operating the van at the time it was revving the engine, but believes it was 

HAFOKA. ARGUELLO did not get the license plates of the vehicle, nor did he get a clothing description of HAFOKA, but said he 

recognized her face. Checks were not made for the offender at this time due to the fact that ARGUELLO did not report this at 

the scene (Kahului) and it was reported nearly an hour after it happened. ARGUELLO desires a police report in support for his 

petition for an iniunction against harassment. Suggest B/C 22 make checks for HAFOKA to obtain a statement about this 

Laura HAFOKA reported being Harassed by an adult male, identified as Jeffrey GASPER, who she knows from Kanaha Beach 

Park. HAFOKA stated she was reversing from a parking stall and GASPER was driving straight in the parking lot. GASPER 

wouldn't let her reverse and eventually yelled at her "you make Hawaii shame." HAFOKA felt alarmed and harassed by GASPER 

actions. GASPER fled the area prior to Police arrival. HAFOKA was satisfied with documentation only. 

Lara HAFOKA reported feeling alarmed by witnessing Linda HANO walk past her with an unknown bladed instrument. HAFOKA 

stated that HANO did not make any threats with the pruported bladed instrument nor did she verbally threaten her, but HANO 

was "rocking" the bladed instrument in her up facing palms. HANO was contacted and a volunteered search or her person and 

bag revealed no such instrument. HANO stated she was walking by HAFOKA whom she knows and was whispering a prayer to 

herself while holding a sacred piece of Keawe wood. HANO was advised of HAFOKA 's alarm and was told to keep away from 

her. HANO stated she would have no contact with HAFOKA moving forward. HAFOKA was satisfied with police documentation 

and warning/reprimand of HANO. No further action required. 



18010940 HARASSMENT 

18013384 HARASSMENT 

18025611 HARASSMENT 

18032619 HARASSMENT 

14-Mar-18 0021 

30-Mar-18 1031 

16-Jun-18 1454 

04-Aug-18 1024 

On 03/14/18 at about 0025 hours, Caleen SKILLING reported that a male known to her as Harryson BELLSON was throwing 

items at her tent which is located at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului County of Maui. SKILLING further relayed that when she 

confronted BELLSON he started cursing and screaming at her which made her feel harassed and alarmed. Contact was made 

with BELLSON who denied talking to SKILLING or throwing items at her tent. BELLSON was warned and reprimanded and 

advised to stay away from SKILLING. Report for documentation purposes. 

On 03/30/18 at about 1031 hours at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, Vl1 Christine HAMILTON reported that she was at the last 

entrance into Kanaha Beach Park. HAMILTON parked her vehicle and was enjoying the shaded area with her cats. OF1 Thomas 

MCNULTY came along and told HAMIL TON that it was his spot and to move. MCNULTY was upset and began yelling at 

HAMILTON. MCNULTY spat on HAMILTON and threatened her bodily harm. HAMILTON was alarmed by the actions of 

MCNULTY. Police made contact with MCNULTY who related he did spit but not on HAMILTON. MCNULTY was warned and 

reprimanded him for his actions. Report made for documentation. 

David DORN (VI-1) reported that for the last month, Jonathan MCCABE. (OF-1}, Corey GALLAGHER (OF-2), and Cruser PUTNAM 

(OF-3) have been harassing him while they were kite surfing at Kite Beach located at 29 Alahao Street. DORN stated that MC 

CABE, GALLAGHER, and PUTNAM have been intentionally trying to ram their boards into his and have hit their kites against his. 

DORN stated he has tried to talk to MCCABE, GALLAGHER, and PUTNAM to stop their actions, but they have not done so. MC 

CABE, GALLAGHER, and PUTNAM were warned and reprimanded for their actions. DORN was advised on how to obtain an 

Injunction Against Harassment. Report for documentation. 

On 08/04/18 at about 1031 hours, I was assigned by Central Dispatch to respond to Kanaha Beach Park 29 Alahao Street in 

Kahului, regarding a Harassment type case. Carissa QUICHOCHO (VI-1) reported parking in the parking lot and approaching her 

friend. While talking to her friend, Theresa BROWNING (OF-1) was parked next to them and butted into her conversation. 

QUICHOCHO has had numerous incidents with BROWNING and the two do not like each other. QUICHOCHO asked BROWNING 

to mind her business and leave them alone, and that is when BROWNING began calling QUICHOCHO names, talking about her 

disorder and boyfriend doing drugs. QUICHOCHO turned her back to BROWNING and asked again to leave them alone. 

BROWNING continued to "talk shit" in an aggressive manner and saying she will beat up QUICHOCHO. QUICHOCHO walked 

away and called the police. QUICHOCHO will work on getting an Injunction Against Harassment on Monday. BROWNING was 

warned and reprimanded for her actions. Report for records. 



18038896 HARASSMENT 

18047970 HARASSMENT 

18052816 HINDERING PROSECUTION 2 

16011787 LOST PROPERTY 

18-Sep-18 1020 

20-Nov-18 0948 

23-Dec-18 1713 

21-Mar-16 1446 

On the above date, time and location Vl-1 reported being confronted by OF-1 regarding complaints about his dog running 

around the park. Relayed OF-1 came up to him and started yelling out racist remarks about his white color "fucking Haole" and 

stated that he needed to stop feeding the cats and get the "tuck" out of the park. Vl-1 felt threatened as if he was going to get 

beat up by OF-1 because of his body language towards Vl-1. Vl-1 relayed that this type of behavior has been on-going towards 

him and requested police make contact with OF-1 regarding this matter. OF-1 was warned of his actions and relayed that Vl-1 is 

an instigator and stated that he just asked Vl-1 to stop bothering him and his dog. OF-1 related at no time did he become 

aggressive or attempt to fight with Vl-1. Report made for documentation purposes.ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:The OF-1 in this 

incident ended up having a Contempt of Court case and was subsequently arrested for the same. Vl-1 satisfied with Police 

assistance. 

Joshua BODE (VI-1) reported an on-going problem with an adult male, identified as Nathan SMITH (OF-1), over Kite Surfing 

business at the Kanaha Beach Park. Vl-1 stated OF-1 has been causing a scene in front of Vl-1's customers, yelling and swearing 

at Vl-1. Vl-1 believed this has been caused due to OF-1 not having business and due to OF-1 not being licensed to run a Kite 

Surfing business. Vl-1 requested documentation to obtain a Injunction Against Harassment. 

Report for documentation. 

On 12/23/18 at approximately 1748 hours, while within the parking lot area of the last entrance to Kanaha Beach Park located 

at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, Officer Thomas BRENNAN informed Aaron WAIKIKI-KEPANI that he was being placed under 

arrest for two (2) warrants confirmed to be active by receiving desk totaling $5,025.00. While placing WAIKIKI-KEPANI in 

handcuffs, an upset Tiare NAKIHEI interfered with the arrest by attempting to push BRENNAN off of WAIKIKI-KEPANI's back. 

BRENNAN claimed no injury. Refer to continuation. 

While on duty at the ACS Office within the Wailuku Police Station, Nalani KRABICHLER reported losing her windsurfing 

equipment while at the above location and time. Per KRABICHLER, while windsurfing she had an equipment failure and had to 

be rescued by the Lifeguard on duty. While being rescued, her equipment was unable to be recovered and was lost at sea due 

to high surf. Per KRABICHLER, she made checks in the area for her equipment, however all checks were met with negative 

results. I made Checks in I Leads for any documented Police reports for windsurfing equipment, however all checks were met 

with negative results. 



16018145 LOST PROPERTY 

16037554 LOST PROPERTY 

16046393 LOST PROPERTY 

17012641 LOST PROPERTY 

03-May-16 1148 

10-Sep-16 1639 

06-Nov-16 1407 

26-Mar-17 1251 

On 04/30/16 at about 1600 hours, Malsia HONDA reported she and family were packing up her son's birthday party at Kanaha 

Beach Park. Several cars of family and friends were being loaded with party items. A blue plastic bin, containing party favors 

and birthday gifts, was misplaced. HONDA discovered it was missing on 05/01/16 around 1200 hours. HONDA has been unable 

to locate it at her house or any of her friends or family's homes. HONDA requested a report for documentation only. 

On the above listed date and time, Vl-1 reported misplacing his white Samsung Galaxy 56 phone covered by a hard polymer 

black case (refer to property module for further details) possibly in the area of the above listed location. Vl-1 does not know 

exactly where he misplaced his item and values same to be worth about $450.00.Checks within the I LEADS system were 

negative in findings for any FOUND PROPERTY cases under Vl-1 's name. Vl-1 could not track the location his phone as of this 

writing. Vl-1 requested a police report be made for records purposes. 

On 11/06/16 at approximately 1432 hours, Kathryn CASSIDY reported she lost her 9 inch long, platinum tennis bracelet, 

consisting of two rows of triangle cut diamonds set in a "heart shape, somewhere at Kanaha Beach Park on 11/05/16 between 

0900 hours and 1300 hours. Attempts to locate the bracelet at the park, within the parking lot and along the beach, etc, met 

with negative results. Checks revealed that this item has not been turned over to police as found property at this time. 

CASSIDY stated the bracelet is valued at $35,000.00. She requested documentation of this incident for insurance purposes. 

CASSIDY has contacted various pawn shops on Maui to inquire about her bracelet; it has not been pawned at any as of yet. She 

was satisfied with assistance rendered. 

On 03/26/17 at about 1348 hours, Randymae KAAUWAI reported that she lost her black in color Samsung touch screen 4GB 

smart phone while it was within her sons vehicle. The last time that KAAUWAI saw her phone was on 03/22/17 at about 1200 

hours. KAAUWAI did not see anyone take her phone and further relayed that the reason she took so long to report the incident 

is because she did not notice that her phone was missing for four days. If the phone is found KAAUWAI would like to be 

contacted to the number (808) 269-9054. 



17024105 LOST PROPERTY 

17047138 LOST PROPERTY 

18026506 LOST PROPERTY 

18034763 LOST PROPERTY 

10-Jun-17 1106 

08-Nov-17 0824 

22-Jun-18 1659 

18-Aug-18 2011 

Vl-1 reported losing his kiteboard while surfing in the area of Kanaha Beach in Kahului. Vl-1 stated the kiteboard got away from 

him and that the current caused it too drift too far away for him to retreive. Vl-1 stated checks along the shoreline were 

unsuccessful in locating his lost board. Vl-1 described his kite board as a "Jimmy Lewis" brand blue and white in color. Vl-1 

stated his name and contact information is !coated under the foot straps and the bottom of the board. Vl-1 requests the report 

be made in the event his kiteboard is located. 

V1 reported on the listed date and times, forgetting his cell phone on the roof of his vehicle shortly before leaving Kanaha 

Beach Park. V1 stated that he is positive the phone must have fell off of this vehicle somewhere between Kanaha Beach Park 

and his residence at 56 Hanauna Road in Haiku. V1 stated that he made checks for his lost phone but was unable to locate the 

item. Item lost is valued at $600 and V1 requested Police documentation for insurance purposes. Checks via RMS were met 

with negative results for any phone being found/turned in fitting this description. 

On 06/22/18 at about 1700 hours, Brian HOFFMAN reported that he lost his black in color wallet valued at $5.00 {unknown 

brand). The following items were within the wallet: $17.00 cash {1X$10.00, 1X$5.00, 2X$l.OO), Louisiana Drivers License, 

Hawaii Quest card, First Hawaiian Bank {Debit) and his First Hawaiian Bank Checking card. As of the time of this report 

HOFFMAN is not out of any money as a result of any fraudulent transactions. The last time that HOFFMAN saw his wallet it was 

on 06/21/18 at about 1600 hours, within his residence located at 111 Kahului Beach Road Apt# D320. Checks with Central 

Dispatch revealed no found property reports under Brian HOFFMAN. Report for documentation. 

On the above date and time, V-1 related she was at said location and must have dropped her card holder/wallet without 

knowing. V-1 said she made checks but does not know exactly where it might have fallen. V-1 related her wallet contained her 

debit and credit cards, medical card, Canadian divers license, and international student identification card. V-1 related she 

canceled all her cards and there was no fraudulent charges made on them. Computer checks reveal none of V-1 's items were 

turned over to Police. Report generated for records purposes. 



16049591 MISCELLANEOUS ACCIDENT 

17041585 MISCELLANEOUS ACCIDENT 

16006164 MISCELLANEOUS ACCIDENT FATAL 

17029777 MISCELLANEOUS ACCIDENT FATAL 

27-Nov-16 1150 

03-0ct-17 1052 

11-Feb-16 1551 

18-Jul-17 1357 

Tod WOLLERSHEIM reported as he was walking out from the water with his wind surfboard, a wave picked up his board and 

caused his board to hit him on his left hip area. WOLLERSHEIM suffered pain to his hip a result of the incident. Upon my arrival, 

WOLLERSHEIM's left hip appeared to have been dislocated. Medics later arrived on scene and transported WOLLERSHEIM to 

the MMMC ERin Alpha condition for further treatment. 

Barbara REEVES (Easter Seals Worker) reported that on October 3, 2017 at approximately 1015 hours, her adult client Hayato 

MAKABE (Special Needs) was sitting in the grass area under a tree when a branch unexpectedly fell and struck Hayato on the 

top of his head and scratched the back of his neck. REEVES did not observe Hayato lose consciousness at any time and stated he 

only complained about pain to the head. REEVES' supervisor Erika SMITH and Hayato's mother Masami MAKABE were on scene 

prior to police arrival and were aware of this accident. Maui Parks Central District Supervisor Tara SABADO contacted police via 

phone and was advised of this accident. Hayato was transported to Maui Memorial Medical Center (ER) for further evaluation. 

See attached images for the scene and Hayato 's injuries. 

The victim, Allen CHUNG (47), was found floating face down approximately 1/4 mile passed the break water outside of Kanaha 

Beach Park. Kite surfer Denis DICKS reported finding CHUNG lifeless and floating. Medics and Fire personnel attempted to 

resuscitate CHUNG on shore, but were unsuccessful. Michael JORGENSON (CHUNG's friend) was later located on the beach and 

informed of the incident. REFER TO THE CONTINUATION REPORT. 

The victim identified as Winston ELLISON was seen to be in distress in the water at about 500-600 yards off shore at the Kanaha 

Beach Park in Kahului, County of Maui. An on duty life guard identified as Daryl QUENGA had proceeded to ELLISON's location 

at which time he was found slumped over his wind surfboard and his breathing appeared to be agonal. ELLISON was jet-skied to 

shore and CPR was in progress, however, life saving efforts proved negative as he had expired. On July 18, 2017 at 1438 hours, 

Winston ELLISON was pronounced dead by Dr. Z. PARVEEN ofthe Maui Memorial Medical Center located at 221 Mahalani 

Street in Wailuku, County of Maui. Lieutenant Micah ADAMS of the Criminal Investigation Division was notified of this 

investigation. An autopsy request submitted by Sergeant Rocky SILVA (121). Refer to continuation. 



19000498 MISUSE OF 911 

16005675 MVA CIVIL <$3K NO INJURY 

16022771 MVA CIVIL <$3K NO INJURY 

18031523 MVA CIVIL <$3K NO INJURY 

04-Jan-19 0840 

08-Feb-16 1218 

03-Jun-16 0557 

27-Jul-18 1857 

On 01/04/19 between 0840 hours to 0940 hours, Dana NEIZMAN {OF-1) called 9-1-1 a total of 5 times from the various pay 

phones at the Kanaha Beach Park listed at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. NEIZMAN used 9-1-1 in a non-emergency manner to 

report that she needed the F.B.I.'s assistance in locating her daughter. NEIZMAN was contacted on the 4th call and Warned 

and Reprimanded for her actions. NEIZMAN was further educated on the use of 9-1-1, which she clearly understood. 

NEIZMAN called again for the 5th time for the same reason as earlier. NEIZMAN was issued Penal Citaiton 1023210MM for the 

offense of Miss Use of 911. 

OW-l reported he parked his vehicle MMJ096{HI) within the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park (2nd entrance) on 02/07/16 at 

about 1200 hours and it was not damaged. OW-l returned to his vehicle on 02/07/16 at about 1730 hours and observed 

damages to his passenger side headlight. There was no note left and no vehicles around that appeared to have struck OW-l's 

vehicle. Damages estimated less than $3,000.00 

Report for Records 

Kalima O'Maui employee Billy PAGAY, reported that on 06/02/16 at approximately 1200 hours, an unknown black colored 

Honda sedan, collided into the wooden fence area fronting the first entrance to the Kanaha beach parking lot. The particular 

area where the incident occurred, is located along the fence line surrounding the North facing round-about lane. The vehicle 

fled the area in an unknown direction undetected a this time. No plates were obtained for the vehicle, and no distinguishing 

features were observed. No injuries were observed or reported and damages are estimated under $3000.Refer to continuation 

report 16-022772 for additional information. 

Troy LEE {VI-1) reported unknown offender(s) hit his rental vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates LHB-467, that was parked 

unattended within the gravel parking lot at Kanaha Beach Park, near the old camp grounds. No injuries were reported or 

observed. Troy's vehicle sustained damages to the front hood/bumper. Damages estimated less then $3,000.00. At the time of 

this investigation there were no witnesses or surveillance cameras. Troy was satisfied with police assistance. 



16033969 MVA MINOR <$3K NO INJURY 

16045140 MVA MINOR <$3K NO INJURY 

17047696 MVA MINOR <$3K NO INJURY 

18027690 MVA MINOR <$3K NO INJURY 

18-Aug-16 1334 

29-0ct-16 1830 

11-Nov-17 1721 

01-Jul-18 1155 

On 08/18/2016 between 1100 hours and 1330 hours Jennifer GOTISINE (DR-2) parked her rental vehicle, LEY-243, at the beach 

parking lot known as Kite Beach. GOTISINE returned to her vehicle and found damages to the front driver side bumper. A 

written note was left on the vehicle's windshield with a License Plate (LFY-596). Checks revealed Glen NAGAMINE (DR-1) was 

the Registered Owner. Contact was made with NAGAMINE who stated he attempted to drive through the tight space of the 

parking lot when the passenger side swiped DR-2. DR-1 sustained minor scratches and dents to the passenger sliding door. DR-2 

sustained minor damages to the front left bumper. Damages were estimated less than $3000. There were no injuires reported 

due to the collision. 

On October 29, 2016 at about 1901 hours, DR-1 (MRG624) collided into the rear of OW-l (MJC959) which was parked 

unattended along the side of the curb in the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park. OW-l sustained damage to the left rear bumper 

(1-2 foot dent). DR-1 fled the area in an unknown direction prior to Police arrival. Checks in the area for DR-1 were met with 

negative results. OW-l reported no injuries and none were observed. Report for documentation. 

On 11/11/17 at about 1721 hours, Samuel KAAI was operating a GSX motor cycle bearing Hawaii license plate 985XJW. He was 

heading Kahului bound passing over the bridge on Amala Place when he lost control of his motor cycle that caused him to fall 

over and slide approximately 100 feet. KAAI left the scene prior to police arrival and it was called in by multiple eye witnesses. 

There were no injuries reported since the operator fled the area prior to police arrival nor could a statement be obtained. 

Damages were estimated to be less than $3000. Report made for documentation. 

At the above time, date, and location, DRl was attempting to park her vehicle LFTlOl, when she lost control of the vehicle and 

ran off road. Ul collided with three on the north side ofthe parking lot. No injuries were reported or observed. Ul sustained 

damages to the front bumper. Damages estimated under $3,000.00. 



18040081 MVA MINOR <$3K NO INJURY 

17032803 OPEN LEWDNESS 

18047738 OPERATING VEHICLE UNDER INFLUENCE PM 

18047739 OPERATING VEHICLE UNDER INFLUENCE PM 

26-Sep-18 1317 

07 -Aug-17 094 7 

18-Nov-18 1942 

18-Nov-18 2009 

On the above, date, time and location, DR-1 reported that he was traveling East, operating a white 2019 Lexus NX200 multi

purpose vehicle (VIN: JTJYARBZ6K2122401) with no license plates issued to it. A large deer jumped over the vehicle in front of 

him and collided directly in the driver side of his vehicle, causing minor damages. No injuries were observed or complained of 

in regards to this incident. Damages to DR-1 's vehicle were described as minor scrapes and dents to the driver's side of the 

vehicle. Damages were non-disabling and estimated to be under $3,000.00. Report for records. 

While on active patrol I observed Rington TIBON urinating in the Kanaha Beach Park parking lot. His genitals were exposed and 

he made no attempts to cover himself up. Upon seeing this officer TIBON abruptly turned away and pulled his pants zipper up. I 

made contact with TIBON and advised him for the reason of my presence. He was Warned and Reprimanded for his actions. 

TIBON stated he understood it was a bad choice and that the beach park is frequented by families with small children. 

Documented for records purposes. 

On 11/18/2018 I was traveling along Alahao Street in Kahului when I observed a grey colored Pickup truck bearing Hawaii plate 

LGL040 (target vehicle) pull out from the Kanaha Beach Park entrance and onto Alahao Street. As the target vehicle pulled out 

in front of me it made a wide right turn resulting in the vehicle traveling in the opposite lane of travel before correcting itself 

and steering back into its lane of travel. About 10 seconds later the target vehicle was observed drifting over the visibly marked 

double yellow lines with both the drivers side tires. The target vehicle drifted back into its lane of travel before drifting back 

over the solid double yellow line with both the drivers side tires. The target vehicle appeared to be tailgating another vehicle 

that was directly in front of the target vehicle. The other vehicle was later identified as a red colored Ford bearing Hawaii plate 

MNJ951. Vehicle MNJ951 pulled over onto the hard shoulder ofthe roadway. The target vehicle also pulled onto the hard 

shoulder of the roadway at an angle in front of vehicle MNJ951 preventing the vehicle from leaving. As the target vehicle 
On 11/18/2018 I was traveling along Alahao Street in Kahului when I observed a red colored Ford later identified as bearing 

Hawaii license plate MNJ951 pull out of the Kanaha Beach park entrance and onto Alahao Street. A grey colored Pickup truck 

bearing Hawaii plate LGL040 also pulled out from the Kanaha Beach Park entrance and onto Alahao Street. The pickup truck 

appeared to tailgating vehicle MNJ951. Vehicle MNJ951 pulled over onto the hard shoulder of the roadway. The pickup truck 

also pulled onto the hard shoulder of the roadway at an angle in front of vehicle MNJ951 preventing the vehicle from leaving. 

As the pickup truck pulled over it appeared to have stuck the front bumper area of vehicle MNJ951. I conducted a traffic stop 

and spoke with the operator of the pickup truck. He was identified as Benjamin JOT AI. He advised that he was friends with the 

operator of vehicle MNJ951. I spoke with the operator of vehicle MNJ951 and identified him as Hilson ASTA. ASTA told me his 

vehicle was not struck bv vehicle LGL040. ASTA had red waterv eves. slurred speech and an odor of liquor coming from his 



16010979 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

16022848 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

16022975 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

16041043 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

15-Mar-16 1413 

03-Jun-16 1532 

04-Jun-16 1542 

03-0ct-16 0957 

Robin ROBERTSON reported on 03/14/16 in the evening hours his 19 year old step daughter, Jaden HARRISON left their 

residence located at 319 Leleihoku Street in Wailuku with her 2 month old, 103. ROBERTSON requested Police make checks on 

103 and HARRISON as HARRISON was possibly living on the beach area of Kanaha Beach Park. Contact was made with 

HARRISON and she was in good health and contact with 103 revealed he as in good health and showed no signs of abuse or 

neglect. HARRISON had adequate supplies to care for 103 and had adequate shelter. ROBERTSON was worried for the well

being of both parties as HARRISON suffers from mild mental deficiencies. ROBERTSON and HARRISON were advised of the 

reason Police were there. HARRISON related she would call her mother later in the evening to pick her and 103 up from the 

beach area. Report for records purposes. 

Kenneth SKAHAN reported on 06/03/16 at about 1530 within the last entrance of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului that he 

observed multiple parties smoking tobacco products within the beach park. SKAHAN advised he contacted the Mayor's office, 

Maui Police Department Chiefs office and the Maui County Parks and Recreation Department in regards to this ongoing issue. 

SKAHAN requested the parties be warned and reprimanded for their actions as there are posted signs indicating no tobacco use 

within the parks. Upon Police arrival, contact was made with SKAHAN who advised all the parties utilizing tobacco products 

had left the area. SKAHAN requested documentation of this incident. 

Kenneth SKAHAN reported on 06/04/16 at about 1530 within the last entrance of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului that he 

observed multiple parties smoking tobacco products within the beach park. SKAHAN advised he contacted the Mayor's office, 

Maui Police Department Chiefs office and the Maui County Parks and Recreation Department in regards to this ongoing issue. 

SKAHAN requested the parties be warned and reprimanded for their actions as there are posted signs indicating no tobacco use 

within the parks. Upon Police arrival, contact was made with SKAHAN who advised all the parties utilizing tobacco products 

had left the area. SKAHAN requested documentation of this incident. 

Assigned to investigate a possible Child neglect I Child Abuse case with the Monica WALTON. This case was assigned to me 

from Lt. Richard MARTINEZ. Second watch officer Kawika ORNELLAS was initially assigned to the case, but the case was later 

turned over to me to investigate. Refer to the supplementary report. 



16053974 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

18016278 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

18021117 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

18024441 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

25-Dec-16 1544 

17-Apr-18 0851 

17-May-18 0851 

08-Jun-18 1200 

On 12/25/16 at approximately 1544 hours, Maui County Lifeguards reported discovering a green kite utilized for kite surfing in 

the ocean fronting Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. There were no reports of any persons in distress within the water and no 

owner could be located. Checks were made in the area of Kite Beach, Kanaha Beach Park, Stable Road, and Baldwin Beach Park 

for the owner or any persons in distress however, none could be located. At the time of this writing the owner of the kite is still 

unknown. The kite was kept by Lifeguards for safekeeping. 

101{County Of Maui Homeless Program Specialist) requested Police assistance in making checks within bushes of the 

mentioned location from the Kahului Waste Water Treatment Plant to Ka ·a Point for any homeless encampments. Upon making 

checks, contact was made with 102, 103, 104, and 105 who were then advised of the Maui County services available to them. 

All parties were advised to leave the area as there is no camping within the park and that we will return at a later date to clean 

up. 101 was satisfied with Police assistance. Images of the homeless encampments were attached to this report. 

On 05/17/18 at 0800 hours 101, 102, 103, 104, and 105 was served a Notice to Vacate County Property from Kanaha Beach Park, 

Kahului. Said notice is in response to several citizen complaints regarding individuals sleeping within vehicles and squatting 

within the mentioned location. At this time 101, 102, 103, 104, and 105 were warned and reprimanded for their actions.I01, 

102, 103, 104, and 105 were given a 2 week notice to vacate by (Thursday) May 31, 2018 at 0800 hours. Repo!i made for 

documentation only. 

On 06/08/18 at around 0800 hours, members of the Wailuku Community Policing Unit along with Maui County Homeless 

Program, County of Maui Department of Public Works, County of Maui Parks Division, and the Maui County Park Rangers 

conducted a joint cleanup of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. The cleanup is in response to numerous community complaints of 

homeless individuals camping illegally within the bushes along the shoreline. Upon arrival several small encampments were 

discovered within the brush as they did not heed to the Notice to Vacate County Property notices issued by Police on 05/17/18. 

Maui County Public Works Department removed all trash I encampments from the area via dump trucks and was properly 

disposed at the Central Maui Landfill. Documentation only. 



18028700 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

18041135 PERSONAL ASSISTANCE 

18051102 PLACE TO KEEP AMMUNITION 

18011922 PRO DANG DRUG 3- POSSESSION COCAINE 

08-Jul-18 0541 

03-0ct-18 1924 

12-Dec-18 1033 

20-Mar-18 1049 

On 07/08/18 at about 0541 hours, at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, reports of a female laying on the ground yelling for help. 

Police made checks in the area and contact was made with an elderly homeless female identified as Vl1 Charlene SILVESTER. 

SILVESTER was laying on the ground wrapped in a nylon tent covered with flies. SILVESTER was helped up and seated on a park 

bench nearby. SILVESTER refused any medical attention. SILVESTER could not walk without her walker and appeared very thin, 

like she has not eaten correctly for a couple of days. Police called the Crisis Line (800) 753-6879 and Social Worker 101 Lisa 

QUICK responded to the scene. QUICK related they would be assisting SILVESTER. Report made for documentation. 

On 10/03/18 at about 1830 hours at Kanaha Beach park located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, RP-1 Rebecca VANNOSTRAND 

reported her daughter Vl-1 Lexi VANNOSTRAND had went for a walk on the beach, however did not comeback. Rebecca 

became scared as the sun had set and the beach was completely dark. Checks in the area were made by Police which Lexi was 

located near the first entrance of Kanaha Beach park. Lexi stated she was in good health and did not know her mom was 

looking for her. Lexi declined any medical attention. No further police involvement was required. 

Upon investigating a theft type case of a trailer, (18) rounds of 223 I 5.56 mm ammunition was found within a container on the 

trailer. The ammunition was recovered and submitted as evidence. Refer to continuation. 

While making checks of a black four-door sedan bearing license plates MPF172 at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, the offender, 

Kamuela AUHOON, was located in near the rear passenger's side seat. Checks revealed AUHOON had multiple outstanding 

electronic bench warrants issued for his arrest. AUHOON was subsequently arrested under the strength ofthe above

mentioned bench warrants and transported to the Wailuku Police Station for processing without incident. While in the 

processing room of the Wailuku Police Station, a search incident to arrest revealed the presence of a small amount of green 

leafy vegetation purported to be Marijuana (0.90 grams) and a small Ziploc bag containing a light beige powdery substance 

purported to be Cocaine (1.03 grams). AUHOON related that all the green, leafy vegetation purported to be Marijuana 

belonged to him. AUHOON also related that he only smokes Marijuana and does not sell or distribute it. AUHOON stated he 

did not know what the oowderv substance in the small Zioloc packet was. but it did not belong to him. On 03/16/2018 at about 



16040612 

16051935 

16051960 

18032038 

PRO DET DRUG 3 - POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA & 

SEEDS 

PRO DET DRUG 3 - POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA & 
SEEDS 

PRO DET DRUG 3 - POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA & 

SEEDS 

PROHIBITIONS- INTOXICATING LIQUOR 

30-Sep-16 0720 

12-Dec-16 1427 

12-Dec-16 1604 

31-Jul-18 1059 

As a result of State of Hawaii Search Warrant 2016-0293 and 2016-0294 (person and premise), Laurie FLORES was placed 

under arrest after investigation revealed being in possession of 0.03 grams (net weight) of crystal methamphetamine, (1) glass 

bulbous pipe containing 0.05 grams of crystal methamphetamine, 9.12 grams (net weight) of marijuana, $613.00 in U.S. 

Currency, and associated paraphernalia used to distribute narcotics. FLORES was placed under arrest and transported to the 

Wailuku Police Station for processing without incident. 

On the above date/time, following the execution of Search Warrant 2016-0368 and 2016-0369 on the above listed vehicle and 

person 0.04 net grams of Processed Marijuana, 0.02 net grams of Crystal Methamphetamine and drug related paraphernalia 

was seized from OF-1 's vehicle. Refer to continuation for further information. 

Following the search of SU-1 's large light brown leather purse, 1.00 net grams of Crystal Methamphetamine and other drug 

related paraphernalia were located within. Refer to Continuation for further details. 

RP states while at Kanaha Beach park, OF1, his brother was acting strangely. RP went to check on OF1 and determined OF1 was 

intoxicated. RP states they do not know how OFl got the alcohol, as no one in the family was drinking. Upon my arrival OF1 

was dry heaving, and had a strong odor of alcohol coming from his breath. Medic 1 was already on scene administering first

aid. Medic 1 then transported OFl to MMMC for further treatment. Documentation only. 



17022204 PROTECTIVE CUSTODY 

18017617 PROTECTIVE CUSTODY 

16012075 RECKLESS DRIVING 

16029181 RECKLESS DRIVING 

28-May-17 1121 

25-Apr-18 1126 

23-Mar-16 1522 

17-Jul-16 2054 

RP-1 reported V-1 to have possibly been sexually assaulted by their grandpa, with whom V-1 was staying with. Child Protective 

Services was contacted and V-1 was subsequently taken into Protective Custody and turned over to 10-1. For further details 

refer to report #17-022193. 

On 04/25/18 at about 1126 hours, at Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului Child Welfare Services Employee RPl Maria GEORGINA 

requested police assistance to take Vll (juvenile female) and Vl2 (juvenile male) into protective custody. GEORGINA related 

that she was meeting with OFllonita MESEK for about three months. GEORGINA was attempting to place MESEK and her 

children into the Family Life Center in Kahului. GEORGINA was also assisting by taking Vll and Vl2 to the Malama I Ke Ola 

Health Center for their skin disease (scabies). MESEK was warned multiple times to get the children medical care and to have 

them housed. MESEK did not comply with Child Welfare Services. Vll and Vl2 were taken into police custody and released to 

GEORGINA without incident. Report made for documentation. 

On 03/23/16 at 1522 hours, W-1 reported that she observed OF-1 traveling east bound on Amala Road at a high rate of speed. 

While W-1, was traveling behind OF-1, she, observed OF-1 cross the center line into oncoming traffic causing the vehicle to 

drive on the right shoulder of the roadway. W-1 followed OF-1 for about two miles and observed OF-1 crossing the center line 

numerous times and nearly colliding the on coming traffic. On 03/23/16 at 1545 hours, V-1 made contact with OF-land 

conducted an investigation which revealed that OF-1 was operating his vehicle on a State of Hawaii suspended drivers' license. 

On 03/23/16 at 1547 hours, OF-1 was placed under arrest without incident and transported to the Wailuku Police Station for 

processing. 

On 07/17/16 at approximately 2100 hours, Sharon COELHO- Security Guard for Blue Protection Security went to Kanaha Beach 

Park to clear out the park and lock the gates. While clearing the parking lot, COELHO observed several people drinking 

unknown alcoholic beverages. She asked them to leave and they complied. COELHO observed a Caucasian female, 30s, 5'2, 130 

lbs, blond hair, blue eyes, wearing a black hat, climb into the operator seat of a white Toyota pickup truck bearing Hawaii 

License plate (PPR112). She locked the gates and drove West bound on Alahao Street behind vehicle (PPR112) and observed 

the vehicle swerving within its lane and crossing left of center. Refer to conitnuation. 



18052829 RESISTING ARREST 

19004683 SEXUAL ASSAULT 1 

16015430 SUSPICIOUS ITEM 

16046397 SUSPICIOUS ITEM 

23-Dec-18 1748 

31-Jan-19 1413 

15-Apr-16 0032 

06-Nov-16 1349 

On 12/23/2018 at approximately 1713 hours I made contact with Aaron WAIKIKI KEPANI in the last parking lot of Kanaha Beach 

Park (29 Alahao Street) in Kahului, County of Maui, while investigating an unrelated Theft case (18-052698). While interviewing 

WAIKIKI KEPANI, Central Dispatch informed me that he had two confirmed Warrants (18-1-000197 and 0211855869). Upon 

informing WAIKIKI of the warrant for his arrest, he turned away and began running on foot. I began chasing WAIKIKI KEPANI 

and deployed my taser, which caused him to fall to the ground. While on the ground, WAIKIKI KEPANI continued to resist arrest 

by pulling his arms away from me and ignoring my verbal commands to put his arms behind his back. WAIKIKI KEPANI was 

eventually detained in handcuffs and was transported to the Wailuku Police Station for booking/processing. Refer to 

continuation. 

On 12/09/2018 at about 0400 hours at the location of 29 Alahao Street (Kanaha Beach Park) in Kahului, OF-1 forced himself on 

Vl-1 and proceeded to have non-consensual sexual intercourse despite Vl-1 saying "NO." Refer to continuation. 

On 04/15/16 at 0032 hours while on patrol, I observed a silver Jeep SUV bearing Hawaii license plates MNC-398 parked 

opposing traffic in the north bound shoulder between the 2nd and 3rd entrance to Kanaha Beach Park on Amala Place in 

Kahului. The vehicle was unattended and checks of the interior revealed the ignition housing to be damaged and the key port 

punched. The vehicle appeared to have been rummaged through as the stereo was removed and some of the plastic molding 

to the dash was laying on the front passenger floor. Checks with Central Dispatch showed the vehicle is NOT reported stolen 

and there were no recent history reported with the vehicle. Further checks revealed the vehicle is registered to Levi CHANDLER 

(OW-l) of 480 Kamani Place in Wailuku. Checks at CHANDLER's residence revealed he no longer resides at said address and 

there are no forwarding address. 

Caller reported finding a wing of an airplane on the shoreline of the mentioned location. Upon making checks, I observed a 

orange and green color aircraft wing about 10 feet in length on the shoreline. It appeared to have been in the ocean for 

sometime as there were barnacles growing on it. There were no identifying marks on the wing to indicate who it belongs to or 

what aircraft it may have come from. Contact was made with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as well as the United 

States Coast Guard, where they were informed of the findings. Two (2) digital images were taken of the wing and attached to 

this report. Report made for records. 



17040154 SUSPICIOUS ITEM 

16022831 TERRORISTIC THREATENING 2 

17015226 TERRORISTIC THREATENING 2 

16006780 THEFT 2- ALL OTHER 

24-Sep-17 0737 

03-Jun-16 1504 

12-Apr-17 1812 

16-Feb-16 1254 

On 09/24/17 at about 0738 hours Rino GIDEON, Kelly KAJLE, and Neston JOHN were drinking at Kanaha Beach park located at 

29 Alahao Street in Kahului when they decided to leave the beach park. They walked back to their vehicle when GIDEON in a 

drunken state attempted to open another vehicle's door. He was told that was not the right vehicle before attempting to open 

a seconds vehicle door that he did not open. The parties were warned and reprimanded for their actions and left the park on 

foot. Report for documentation. 

On 05/08/16 between 1700 hours and 2200 hours, LAZO was at Fernando's located at 275 West Kaahumanu Avenue. During 

the evening, she was mocked, insulted and laughed at by BELASQUEZ, E. ABZUN, and M. ABZUN. Due to their actions, LAZO felt 

alarmed. On 05/29/16 at about 1245 hours, LAZO was at Kanaha Beach Park picking up food when she made contact with 

BELASQUEZ. She proceeded to mock LAZO like she did at Fernando's. As LAZO was leaving, BELASQUEZ began making 

comments that she was going to break her legs. She continued to clap her hands together and challenging LAZO to a fight. LAZO 

feared for her safety due to BELASQUEZ's actions. 

Following the conclusion of an Assault 3 type case under report #17-015216 forT. BROWNING (VI-1), BROWNING requested 

the offender G. YONEYAMA (OF-1) be warned and reprimanded for her actions. Officers contacted YONEYAMA and did as 

BROWNING requested. Shortly after police had left, we were called back to the same location. BROWNING reported 

YONEYAMA returned and threatened her. BROWNING indicated YONEYAMA stated "I going broke your ass and bury you." 

BROWNING called police and requested YONEYAMA be reprimanded again. YONEYAMA was contacted and issued MPD Form 

#1000 to leave the park. The Warning Citation is set to expire on 04/13/17@ 1810 hours. Central Dispatch was advised of its 

issuance. YONEYAMA complied and left without incident. 

Vl1 reported unknown offender(s) removed her sailboard equipment from where she left it at the park. Vl1 estimated the 

value of the items stolen to be $2265.00. 



16013503 THEFT 2- ALL OTHER 

16040937 THEFT 2- ALL OTHER 

17034445 THEFT 2- ALL OTHER 

17040504 THEFT 2 -ALL OTHER 

02-Apr-16 1341 

02-0ct-16 1645 

17-Aug-17 1812 

26-Sep-17 1009 

On 04/02/16 between 0700 hours and 0900 hours, Jaedi LITMAN reported leaving her bags unattended and unsecured in a 

bush at Kanaha Beach Park. LITMAN then left the beach to go to Walmart to pick up a few items, leaving her bags in the 

bushes. Upon her return to the beach to retrieve her bags, she observed her bags to be missing. Per LITMAN, her bags and 

items within are valued at $460.00. LITMAN does not have any suspects or witnesses at this time. LITMAN desires prosecution 

should the offender(s) be apprehended. 

On October 2, 2016 between the hours of 1500-1615, unknown offender(s) had stolen an unattended black Under Armor 

backpack containing items valued at $2,610.00 from the beach area known as the "Nash" Beach at the Kanaha Beach Park 

located at 29 Alahao in Kahului, County of Maui. The offender(s) then located a vehicle key within the backpack belonging to a 

vehicle bearing Hawaii State License plate (LFP310), which was parked secured fronting the dirt road entrance to "Nash" Beach. 

Offender(s) then took unauthorized control of vehicle (LFP310) and left undetected in an unknown direction. Refer to 

continuation. 

On 08/17/17 between 1130-1300 hours, unknown offender(s) removed V1's back pack and sandals from the beach area at 

Kanaha Beach Park located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. The backpack contained miscellaneous clothing, credit cards, $25.00 

US Currency, and a Sony cell phone. Value of the items taken are estimated to be around $1216.00. V-1 stated no fraudulent 

charges were observed and both credit cards have been cancelled. No suspects or offenders have been identified at this time. 

Refer to continuation ... 

Thus far reveals that on 09-26-17 between 0400 hours and 0600 hours, unknown offender(s) removed the victim's back pack 

from Kahana Beach Park, while the victim was asleep. The victim has no suspects at this time. The estimated cost of the items 

stolen is valued at $1763.00. Prosecution undecided at this time. WEAR was offered assistance regarding contacting the Visitor's 

Information Bureau, however WEAR declined. 



18030031 THEFT 2- ALL OTHER 

18043056 THEFT 2- ALL OTHER 

18050990 THEFT 2- ALL OTHER 

18036907 THEFT 2- FROM VEHICLE 

17-Jul-18 1636 

17-0ct-18 1248 

11-Dec-18 1352 

03-Sep-18 0921 

Stuart DOWNEY reported on 07/17/2018 between 1430 and 1600 hours, while kite surfing at Kanaha Beach, located at 29 

Alahao Street, Kahului, County of Maui, State of Hawaii, unknown offender(s) gained access to his bag, which was left 

unattended and unsecured on the beach, and removed keys to his rental vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate SPW883 (herein 

referred to as "target vehicle"). The unknown offender(s) then used the keys and stole the target vehicle, which was parked 

locked and secured. Unknown offender(s) then fled in an unknown direction, undetected. Kim KIM ELMAN-HACK, the manager 

of Kimo 's Rent a Car, reported to police the target vehicle's GPS was showing the last location was off Halewaiu Road, in 

Wailuku. Checks made revealed the vehicle to be in the parking lot off of Halewaiu Road, unattended. Refer to continuation. 

On 10/17/18 at about 1230 hours within the gravel lot adjacent to the last entrance of Kanaha Beach park located at 29 Alahao 

Street in Kahului, RP-1 Wayed TOYAMA reported unknown offender(s) stole 4 tires from vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate 

LHD124. The tires were valued at$ 1,600.00. Offender(s) fled undetected in an unknown direction. 

Refer to continuation. 

Maui County Life Guard, Timothy "Keola" BROWN (RP-1) reported an unknown offender(s) stole a flat bed trailer bearing 

County of Maui plates CM585, from their life guard station at Kanaha Beach Park. Trailer valued at $2,000.00.Refer to 
continuation. 

Between the time frame of 09/02/18 at 1500 hours to 09/03/18 at about 0500 hours, unknown offender(s) illegally entered 

the private parking lot located at Amala Place/Kaa Street. The offender(s) then stole four wheels with tires valued at $1,800 

and fled toward an unknown location undetected. There are no witnesses, suspects or surveillance to further this investigation. 

Refer to continuation ... 



18040051 THEFT 2- FROM VEHICLE 

18042530 THEFT 2- FROM VEHICLE 

17021288 THEFT 2- VEHICLE PARTS 

18043058 THEFT 2- VEHICLE PARTS 

26-Sep-18 1026 

13-0ct-18 1642 

22-May-17 1013 

17-0ct-18 1320 

On the above date, times and location, RP-1 reported that unknown offender(s) removed all four (4) rims and tires off a rental 

Nissan Frontier pick-up truck bearing State of Hawaii license plates 053MDP, valued at $3,200.00. Unknown offender(s) then 

fled in an unknown direction, undetected. No surveillance or witnesses. RP-1 suspects SU-1 as he was seen in the area 

operating a black Check pick-up truck (unknown license plates) with a set of wheels and tires (similar to the ones stolen) in the 

bed area. RP-1 also stated that SU-1 has previously posted a set of Nissan Frontier wheels and tires for sale on Facebook, just 

after they had another incident in which a set of tires was removed from another Nissan Frontier. Refer to Supplementary and 

Connect-Up Reports for more information. 

Stefano LANZA (Avis Rent a Car Manager) reported unknown offender(s) removed the four (4) tires and rims from Avis rental 

vehicle, LHR496(HI). Stolen items valued at $1,200.00. No suspects or witnesses. Refer to continuation. 

Wayde TOYAMA (Enterprise Rent-A-Car Manager) reported between the dates and times of 05/19/17 at 1300 hours and 

05/22/17 at 1000 hours, unknown offender(s) entered the mentioned location and removed four (4) tires from vehicle, 

LGG087. Property stolen in this incident is valued at $1,600.00. Refer to continuation. 

On 10/17/18 at about 1230 hours within the gravel lot adjacent to the last entrance of Kanaha Beach park located at 29 Alahao 

Street in Kahului, RP-1 Wayed TOYAMA reported unknown offender(s) stole 4 tires from vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate 

LHA059. The tires were valued at$ 1,600.00. Offender(s) fled undetected in an unknown direction. Refer to continuation. 



16004200 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

16018529 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

16030896 THEFT 3 -ALL OTHER 

16040479 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

29-Jan-16 1050 

05-May-16 2235 

29-Jul-16 2049 

29-Sep-16 1026 

James MEV reported on 01/29/16 at about 1045 hours he placed his brown back pack, with his brown Ray Ban Glasses and 

Schlinghaius wrist watch within, on the beach area of Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. MEV returned to his bag at about 1050 

hours and found an unknown responsible went through his bag and removed his sunglasses and wrist watch, valued at $100.00 

each. Checks in the area for the property and the responsible were met with negative results. MEV wished to document a 

report in case his items are located and does not desire prosecution in the matter. Report for records purposes. 

Louisa LAAGAAN reported on 05/05/16 between the hours of 1530 and 1545 she left her black Samsung Galaxy 53 within a 

portable bathroom at Naska Beach Park in Kahului. When she returned to the bathroom she found her cell phone had been 

unlawfully removed from within. Checks in the area for the cell phone were met with negative results. LAAGAAN valued the cell 

phone at about $290.00. She has no suspects at this time and there is no way to track the phone. Report for records purposes. 

On the above listed date and time, RP-1 reported unknown offender(s) stole his rental car keys (remote entry device for vehicle 

#LEU455) from off of the beach at said location. Vl-1 remembers wrapping his vehicle keys within a clear plastic bag and left it 

in the sand next to his belongings while he went wind surfing at said beach. After getting out of the water he noticed the bag 

and keys were gone. RP-1 has no suspects in this matter and gave a value to replace the keys to be about $350.00. Thus far, no 

leads have been found to further this investigation. Report for records purposes only. 

Daniel-Aaron RODRIGUEZ reported that on 09/29/16 between 0920 hours and 0945 hours, unknown offender(s) removed an 

unattended red and black Maruyama back blower from the parking lot area of the third entrance of Kanaha Beach Park in 

Kahului, County of Maui, without consent. RODRIGUEZ does not have any witnesses or suspects. Item valued at $600.00. 



16048785 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

17018512 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

17027148 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

17037055 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

22-Nov-16 0722 

04-May-17 0801 

01-Jul-17 1552 

04-Sep-17 1544 

Kalima 0 Maui Parks Maintenance worker Billy TAGAY, reported that between the above mentioned dates and times, unknown 

responsible(s) stole three green and white colored County of Maui No Camping signs from the park. The signs were located 

within North facing shoulder area of Alahao Street, fronting the third entrance to Kanaha Beach Park. County of Maui Parks and 

Recreation Department personnel (Troy CUGAL), was contacted about the incident. No one was given permission to remove 

the signs at any time, and the total value is estimated at approximately $600. Arrangements will be made to have the signs 

replaced at a later date. No damages were observed or reported. No suspicious activity, individuals or vehicles were observed 

in the area, and there are no suspects or witnesses as of this writing. 

On 05/04/2017 at about 0800 hours Maui County Parks Supervisor Rossmark SEPTIMO reported that a Milo tree had fallen 

naturally during the recent storm. Today he arrived at Kanaha Beach Park and noticed that someone had cut an approximate 8' 

section from the fallen tree. As he arrived he saw a white colored truck (Hawaii plate LGG129) next to the fallen tree and a 

male who gave his name as "Scot FREDRICK" holding a chain saw. FREDRICK denied cutting any wood from the fallen tree. 

SEPTIMO did not notice any cut wood in the truck. FREDRICK then left the area in his truck. SEPTIMO estimated the value of 

the stolen wood to be approximately $500. Four images of the fallen tree were attached to this report. There are no "Scott 

FREDRICK's listed in I Leads. LGG129 is registered to a Thomas GABRIEL who resides at 903 HALIIMAILE RD. SEPTIMO 

requested this incident to be documented. FOLLOW UPSuggest Beat 32 Brave/Charlie watch contact Thomas GABRIEL and 

obtain a statement from him. 

Anthoy THIEN reported that on 06/30/17 at about 1600 hours, he left his red surfboard near the bathroom in the area of the 

last entrance to Kanaha Beach Park. On 07/01/17 at around 1200 hours, he returned to make checks, but the board was 

missing. Estimated the value of the surfboard at $500.00. No suspects, witness or evidence at this time. 

John PESTANA reported that on 09/04/17 between 1430 hours and 1544 hours, he allowed his small sized Jack Russell terrier 

identified as "Walter" to wander without a leash within the area known as Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului, County of Maui. 

During this time frame, an unknown offender found and removed the canine from an unknown location within the beach park. 

The unknown offender(s) then fled the area with the canine in an unknown direction, undetected. PESTANA does not have any 

witnesses or suspects. Canine valued at $500.00. 



18012453 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

18017847 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

18022964 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

18030185 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

23-Mar-18 1914 

26-Apr-18 1405 

29-May-18 1707 

18-Jul-18 1844 

On 03/23/18 at about 1915 hours, Francesco BARANZINI reported that on 03/23/18 at about 1800 hours at Kanaha Beach Park 

in Kahului, his jeans containing his wallet, $400.00 in US currency, his grey Apple 1-Phone 6, Italian Driver's license, and Italian 

identification card were stolen. BARANZINI reported that he had just finished wind surfing and placed his jeans containing the 

items near his vehicle. BARANZINI washed his surfboard down a few feet away for approximately five minutes. When 

BARANZINI returned, his items were gone. BARANZINI has no suspects and wants his items returned should they be located. 

Total value of items $700.00. 

Between 04/25/18 at 1130 hours and 04/26/18 at 1200 hours, unknown offender(s) stole four spare tires valued at a total of 

$2100 and entered vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates LEP236 removing the dome light, however, leaving it in the vehicle. 

Unknown offender(s) damaged the right wheel well of vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates LGA913, with damages totaling 

$260. Refer to continuation. 

Between 5/24/18 at approximately 1500 hours and 5/29/18 at approximately 1200 hours, unknown offender(s) bored a hole in 

the gas tank of vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate "LGK 856" and removed approximately 16 gallons of gasoline while it was 

parked secured and unattended within the dirt lot utilized by Avis Budget Rentals located across from the third entrance to 

Kanaha Beach Park. The vehicle is described as a maroon 2016 Chrysler Town and Country van registered to the Avis Budget 

Group. The reporting party, Timothy DIEHL (Maintenace and Damage Manager for Avis Buget), estimated that cost to repair the 

gas tank would be $500.00. The estimated cost of the gasoline stolen is $80.00. No suspects or witnesses at this time. 

Denise WOJCIK reported on 07/18/2018 at approximately 1730 hours, she was at Kanaha Beach Park first entrance fronting the 

campsite. WOJCIK believes she either left her pink Apple I Phone 7, valued at $300.00, on the car or it fell out of her pocket 

somewhere within Kanaha Beach. Checks in the area was met with negative results. WOJCIK called Verizon and was informed 

her phone had been turned off and the Find My I Phone application disabled. WOJCIK does not have any suspects as of this 

writing. Report for documentation. 



18038227 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

18053614 THEFT 3- ALL OTHER 

17043343 THEFT 3- VEHICLE PARTS 

16027253 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

13-Sep-18 0747 

29-Dec-18 1605 

14-0ct-17 1329 

04-Jul-16 1555 

On 09/13/18 at approximately 0740 hours at Kanaha Beach park located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, Vl-1 Darrell PHIPPS 

reported a unknown male had stole his fishing net valued at $ 300.00. PHIPPS had laid his net on the beach and went back to 

his vehicle to grab his boogie board, when he returned to his net it was gone. He asked a Filipino male standing near the net if 

he touched it. The male stated yes I grabbed it and put it in my truck. He told PHIPPS to follow him and grab the net, however 

PHIPPS went to put his boogie board back in his car and seen the male drive away with the net in the bed of a green chevy 

pickup truck that was lifted. PHIPPS did not get the license plate for the vehicle and could only describe it. Checks were made in 

the area for the truck, however were met with negative results. PHIPPS requested report be documented, no further police 

involvement was required. 

Vl-1 reported that while at the beach he left his bag on the beach while he was swimming and that when he returned to his bag 

he found that someone had stole it. Vl-1 stated that there were no suspicious people in the area and that he does not have any 

suspects at this time. The total value of property taken is $415.00. Report is for documentation. 

James KAPANICAS reported between 1100 hours and 1300 hours his 2003 Escalade (LAH-171) was parked unattended on 

Am ala Place fronting Kaa Point in Kahului. Unknown offender(s) removed the vehicle's aftermarket LED taillights and fled in an 

unknown direction. KAPANICAS did not know the make or model of the lights. KAPANICAS stated witnesses (who was not there 

at the time of this investigation) said a "local" male was seen removing the taillights but witnesses did not think anything of it 

at the time. Item was valued at $400. Report for documentation. 

V-1 reported while at Kanaha Beach Park, allowing his friend to use his Dell computer. V-1 reported a few days later he met up 

with his friend again, who related someone had stolen his Dell computer. When questioned, V-1 could not give the name or 

description of the friend that borrowed his computer. V-1 reported value of item stolen at $50. V-1 satisfied with Police 

assistance and requested documentation of the incident for records purposes. 



17023910 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

17024978 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

18013999 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

18037780 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

09-Jun-17 0600 

16-Jun-17 1653 

03-Apr-18 1226 

09-Sep-18 1648 

On 06/09/17 at about 0641 hours, I was assigned by Central Dispatch to respond to Kanaha Beach Park 29 Alahao Street in 

Kahului, regarding a Theft type case. Billy TAGAY (VI-1) reported he is the grounds keeper for Kalima. Sometime between 

06/08/17 at about 1200 hours and 06/09/17 at about 0530 hours, unknown offender(s) stole his cleaning products/equipment 

from his cart that was located fronting the lifeguard shed. The gate was left unsecured and open throughout the night. 

Offender(s) stole soap, a trash tong, box oftrash bags, rope and Ajax cleaner, then fled the scene undetected. TAGAY has no 

suspects and there is no video surveillance on the property. Estimated value of the items stolen at $52.00(US). Report for 

documentation. 

Raquel LIMA reported that on 06/16/17 between approximately 1600 hours to 1630 hours, unknown responsible(s) stole the 

remote vehicle key to her Toyota Prius vehicle, which was parked secured and unattended fronting Kite Beach on Alahao Street 

in Kahului. LIMA stated that she left her key unsecured and unattended on the hood area of her vehicle prior to going to the 

beach. She is currently employed as a surf instructor at Kanaha Beach Park, and has always left her keys on the hood of her 

vehicle in the past. LIMA did not observe any suspicious activity, individuals or vehicles in the area and has no suspects or 

witnesses at this time. Her key is valued at approximately $200. She does not desire prosecution in this matter, and will notify 

her insurance company at a later time for a tow. 

On the listed date and time, V1 reported going to Kanaha Beach Park to enjoy the water. V1 stated that she placed her 

belongings on the sand and under her baseball cap and went for a swim and upon returning about an hour later, her belongings 

were not where she had placed it under her hat. V1 stated that among the items taken were a blue colored United Airlines 

Lanyard and badge holder containing her (2) airport access badges, Texas driveways license, and (1) Chase Visa Credit and (1) 

Debit card. V1 stated that the items taken are valued at $210. V1 stated that she has no leads or suspect(s) at this time and did 

not observe any suspicious person(s) or activity in the area prior to this incident. V1 requested Police documentation only for 

traveling purposes. Report submitted for records. 

On 09/09/18 between 1200-1230 hours, Det. D. DELOS SANTOS reported unknown offender(s) stole his son's phone from the 

above location. He last tracked the phone at about 1300 hours to 4920 Kahekili Hwy, and suspects the phone was turned off as 

no other updates were available after. Checks made at 4920 Kahekili Hwy were negative for the phone after the homeowner 

Susan MENDES, related she suspected her nephew, Justin HANO to be involved as he has been doing some suspicious things 

lately and allowed police to search HANO's room. HANO was later located and contacted but checks for the phone were met 

with negative results. DELOS SANTOS requested a report for documentation.Refer to connect-up report 18-037808 (FALSE 

REPORTING) for more information how HANO was contacted and located. 



18042062 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

18050494 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

19000270 THEFT 4- ALL OTHER 

16025584 THEFT 4- FROM VEHICLE 

10-0ct-18 0933 

07-Dec-18 2029 

02-Jan-19 2023 

23-Jun-16 0649 

Nathan EVANS (V-1) reported between stated date and times, an unknown person(s) using unknown means stole his backpack 

which contained his wallet. Concealed in his wallet were his Birth Certificate, cash and Social Security Card. Culprit(s) then fled 

the area via unknown means or directions. V-1 said he placed his backpack on the ground while he played volleyball at Kanaha 

Beach Park in Kahului and believes this is when it was taken. V-1 has no suspect(s) at this time and values the items stolen at 

about $70.00. V-1 requested documentation for replacement purposes. 

Vl-1 reported that while he was sleeping on the beach, unknown offender(s) stole his backpack that was hanging on a tree 

behind him. No suspects or witnesses. Total value of Vl-1 's items is estimated at $225.00. Report for Records. 

On 01/02/19 at about 2024 hours, I was assigned by Central Dispatch to respond to Kanaha Beach Park- 29 Alahao Street in 

Kahului, regarding a Theft type case. Sarah NAKIHEI reported being a La Bella Taxi driver and picking up a female from O'Reilly 

Auto Center. NAKIHEI took the female to the last gate at Kanaha Beach Park. The female realized there were too many people 

in the area, so told NAKIHEI to turn around and drive closer to the Water Treatment Plant. NAKIHEI noticed the female was 

acting odd and asked if she was okay. The female said she needed to rob her or she will get beat up by her boyfriend if she does 

not. NAKIHEI told the female she was only her third client of the day and only has $30.00(US) on her. NAKIHEI did not see any 

weapons and the female never threatened or touched NAKIHEI. NAKIHEI got on the phone and called her supervisor. The 

female was dazed and seemed to be daydreaming. NAKIHEI told her supervisor over the phone she was getting robbed and 

that is when the female woke uo. exited the vehicle and ran awav on foot southbound towards Kanaha Pond. Thus the offense 

Vl-1 Tricia CLEMENTS reports between 06/22/16 at 2345 hours to 06/23/16 at 0500 hours, OF-1 Rodney LUTZ, caused around 

$600.00 of damages to her vehicle (MLP-754). LUTZ had broken the right door mirror, radio antenna, wipers, and slashed both 

right side tires. LUTZ then stole the vehicle tax and safety decals from the back of the vehicle. This was stemming from an 

altercation between her and LUTZ earlier that evening. Checks for LUTZ were met with negative results. CLEMENTS requested 

a police documentation and nothing further. 



16050343 THEFT 4- FROM VEHICLE 

17043339 THEFT 4- VEHICLE PARTS 

18018886 THEFT OF CREDIT CARD 

16024980 UCPV- AUTO 

02-Dec-16 0936 

14-0ct-17 1342 

03-May-18 0725 

18-Jun-16 2032 

Comny BRUSEWITZ (VI-2) reported parking his rental vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates LEZ-775 at Kanaha State Park in the 

3rd entrance parking lot. BRUSEWITZ went surfing and upon returning to his vehicle about 2 hours later, he discovered it 

stolen. The vehicle is described as being a 2005 white Nissan Altima four door sedan and it is registered to Manaloha Rent a 

Car. The vehicle is valued at $3,500.00.Refer to continuation. 

Kawika NELSON (Life Guard) reported between 1115 hours and 1300 hours two oftheir A TV's were parked, with the key in the 

ignition, next to the Life Guard stand at the first entrance of Kanaha Beach Park. An unknown offender(s) stole the keys to both 

A TV's and fled undetected. The keys were valued at $100 each. Report for documentation. 

(VI-1) Joyce SKINNER reported on 05/03/18 between 0515 hours and 0715 hours, unknown offender took unauthorized control 

of her blue Honda Fit bearing Hawaii license plate RNY130 from the parking lot, first entrance of Kanaha Beach Park listed at 29 

Alahao Street in Kahului, HI. SKINNER stated the vehicle was left secured in the parking lot and she took her keys and placed 

them in her bag. SKINNER left her bag in the canoe hale zipped up. SKINNER stated at 0715 hours when she came back from 

paddling, she noticed her bag was opened and her keys were missing. SKINNER went out to the parking lot and found her 

vehicle was missing. The vehicle (RNY130) had half a tank of gas. An All-Points Bulletin was called in to Central Dispatch. 

On 05/03/18 at 0820 hours, SKINNER made checks on the 'Find my Phone' application utilizing her home computer and was 

able to locate her vehicle RNY130 and the phone within at Courtvard Marriott listed at 523 Keolani Place in Kahului. HI. The 

Between 06/17/2016 at about 2200 hours and 06/18/2016 at about 1000 hours, vehicle bearing Hawaii License Plates MDE-

891 was parked secured off the roadway fronting the first entrance to Kanaha Beach Park campgrounds in Kahului. According 

to MOORE's statement it was assumed that the unknown offender located one of three car keys to steal the vehicle however 

that was undetermined. The offender(s) fled within the vehicle in an unknown direction, undetected. 



16034293 UCPV- AUTO 20-Aug-16 1155 

16047218 UCPV- AUTO 11-Nov-16 2305 

18017698 UCPV- AUTO 25-Apr-18 1724 

17001065 UCPV - TRUCK/SUV 08-Jan-17 1017 

On 8/20/16 at about 1155 hours, two unknown males stole Scot HUTCHING's vehicle (MKX376) as it was parked unattended at 
Kanaha Beach Park in Kahului. 

Refer to the continuation report for further details. 

On 11/11/2016 between approximately 1400 hours and 2300 hours an unknown offender(s) utilized unknown means to steal 

vehicle LCU 369, which was parked unattended and secured in the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park (29 Alahao Street). 

Refer to continuation. 

Unknown offender(s) located Vl-1 's keys in his backpack which was left on the beach unattended. With the key, unknown 

offender(s) located Vl-1 's vehicle which was parked unattended in the beach parking lot. Unknown offender(s) gained control 

of Vl-1 's vehicle and fled the area to an unknown location. Refer to continuation. 

On 01/08/2017 at approximately 1010 hours an offender, later identified as Kunani GANAL, stole Kaleiokaehukai AWO's vehicle 

bearing Hawaii license plates LAJ 785, while it was parked unattended in the parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park, near the 
Lifeguard Tower. 

Refer to continuation. 



18036390 UNATIENDED DEATH 

17030864 UNAUTH PERSONAL INFO 

16040542 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

16046151 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

30-Aug-18 1305 

25-Jul-17 1548 

29-Sep-16 1732 

04-Nov-16 1846 

On 08/30/18 at about 1305 hours, Leo KAVA (VI-1) was found floating 10' off shore in the beach area known as Camp 6.0 east 

of Kanaha Beach. KAVA was brought to shore where life saving efforts (CPR) was administered, unfortunately KAVA passed. 

KAVA was pronounced dead on 08/30/18 at 1329 hours, by Dr. B. SHITAMOTO. 

Refer to continuation report. 

Jason LASSER reported between 1300 hours and 1530 hours on 07/25/2017, an unknown offender(s) located vehicle HJY-594 

parked secured and unattended in the parking lot of Kanaha Beach park campgrounds located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. 

Once gaining entry within Offender(s) located and removed items, including a iPhone 6 plus, from within and fled in an 

unknown direction undetected. The victim was able to track his iPhone utilizing the "Find iPhone" application. At about 1721 

hours the iPhone pinged near the main entrance of the Queen Kaahumanu Shopping Center. At about 1724 hours an adult 

male, identified as Jessie DUTRO, was located at that exact location the iPhone last pinged. DUTRO was found in possession of 

LASSER's credit card, Fire Fighter ID and Colorado Driver's License. Refer to continuation. 

Shigetaka TOMIKAWA reported on 09/29/2016 between the times of 1300 and 1600 hours, unknown offender(s) made 

unlawful entry into his red Ford four door sedad (LFM186) without permission. Once within, offender(s) removed multiple 

items from within valued at $92.00. Offender(s) then fled the area in an unknown direction and undetected. Refer to 

continuation ... 

On 11/04/16 between 1530 hours and 1700hours, unknown offender(s) made entry into the vehicle MCX116, which was 

parked unattended and secured in the parking lot at Kanaha Beach Park. Offender(s) then removed bags from within and fled in 

an unknown direction undetected. Estimated value of the items taken at $1,360.00. No witnesses, suspects or evidence. Refer 

to continuation. 



16048253 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

16048258 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

16049206 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

17029482 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

18-Nov-16 1644 

18-Nov-16 1710 

24-Nov-16 1624 

16-Jul-17 1513 

On 11/18/16 sometime between 1500 hours and 1600 hours at the parking lot located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Vl-1 Juilf 

DJUREN reported Unknown offender(s) had shattered the driver window of vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate MST850 via 

unknown means, and stole items from within valued at $500.00. Refer to continuation. 

On 11/18/16 sometime between 1400 hours and 1700 hours at the parking lot located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Vl-1 

Kristen SAKOWSKI reported unknown offender(s) had gained entry into her vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate LGV808, the 

unknown offender(s) removed items from within valued at $230.00. Refer to continuation. 

On 11/18/16 sometime between 1400 hours and 1620 hours at the parking lot located at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Vl-1 

Charles LINDEN reported unknown offender(s) had gained entry into his vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate MSP475, the 

unknown offender(s) removed items from within valued at$ 150.00. 

Unknown offender(s) approached vehicle (MJD109), which was left secured/unattended and gained entry by smashing the 

passenger side window with an unknown tool. Once within, offender(s) stole items valued at $1,440.00. Refer to continuation. 



17030868 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

17030869 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

18006476 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

18007692 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

25-Jul-17 1548 

25-Jul-17 1622 

12-Feb-18 1533 

20-Feb-18 1558 

Between the hours of 1230-1530, unknown offender(s) gained entry into vehicle bearing Hawaii State License plate (LAD245) 

by utilizing an unknown tool to damage the drivers door key lock. Once within, offender(s) stole items from within valued at 

$830.00. Offender(s) then left the area undetected in an unknown direction by unknown means. Refer to continuation. 

Between the hours of 1230-1530, unknown offender(s) gained entry into vehicle bearing Hawaii State License plate (LAD245) 

by utilizing an unknown tool to damage the drivers door key lock. Once within, offender(s) stole items from within valued at 

$1,074.00.Refer to continuation. 

Vl-1 reported unknown offender(s) removed a back pack with personal items from within his vehicle while he surfed at Kanaha 

Beach Park. Vl-1 estimates personal items to be worth $97.00. No witnesses, or suspects at this time.Refer to continuation 

Aaron KEPANI-WAIKIKI (VI-1) reported on 02/20/2018, sometime between 1400 to 1550 hours, unknown offender(s) entered 

his unlocked vehicle and stole a cell phone and portable speaker from within. Total value of items stolen $320.00.Refer to 

continuation. 



18007693 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

18012798 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

18040544 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1 

16000442 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

20-Feb-18 1623 

26-Mar-18 1315 

29-Sep-18 1513 

04-Jan-16 1257 

Dayna VALLE (VI-1) reported on 02/20/2018, sometime between 1400 to 1535 hours, unknown offender(s) entered her 

vehicle as she was sleeping in the driver seat. Entry was made via the open driver side window, and the offender reached into 

the vehicle and stole a cell phone, wallet, and cigarettes.Total value of items stolen $248.00.Refer to continuation. 

On 03/26/18 between 1130 hours and 1245 hours, unknown offender(s) took the keys for vehicle MPW-121 from the rear 

driver's tool box of the vehicle and unlocked the driver's door. The offender(s) then took a wallet belonging to Denis NUNAN 

from under the fold down center console and took about $150.00 in case and a blank check. The offender(s) left the wallet and 

keys on the driver's seat and fled the area with the cash in an unknown direction. NUNAN related that a possible witness was in 

the area within a slightly older van and frequents the area to surf. NUNAN has no suspects. Refer to continuation ... 

From the time frame of 09/29/18 at 1230-1450 hours, unknown offender(s) entered vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates 

(LGD599) by using unknown means. The offender(s) then removed One Sky blue square shape purse with silver studs on the 

side valued at $40.00, the following items were within the Blue Sky in color purse: One gold in color Michael Anthony brand 

wallet valued at $120.00, One Hawaii State I.D valued at $1.00, One Hawaii State Driver's License valued at $1.00, One Debit 

Master Card from First Hawaiian Bank, One Bank of America Savings Account Card, One key set (the key set contained the 

victims spare car keys, work keys and house keys) valued at $1.00, One Grey/Green prescription glasses valued at $100.00, One 

black/studded prescription glasses valued at $100.00, One bottle of Klonopin Medication containing approximately 110 pills 

valued at $1.00, One white gold 14 Karat ring with a square diamond on the center and two small rubies on the side valued at 

$500.00 and One vellow gold 14 Karat ring with a square emerald in the center valued at $500.00. The offender(s) fled the 

Tiana RIPANI reported an unknown offender unlawfully entered into her vehicle (RYX-048) and removed property belonging to 

her. At no time did she give anyone permission to remove her property. She has no suspects in mind at this time. No 

surveillance equipment in the area.Stolen property valued at $616.00Refer to continuation ... 



16023655 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

16028419 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

16039849 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

16046277 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

09-Jun-16 0731 

12-Jul-16 1517 

25-Sep-16 1446 

05-Nov-16 1646 

Kelly LAU reported on 06/09/16 between the time frame of 0515 hours to 0715 hours, an unknown responsible(s) unlawfully 

entered, via the key fob, into vehicle MPS461, which was parked secured and unattended within the parking lot of Kanaha 

Beach Park and to have taken items from within, thus committing the offense of UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY INTO A MOTOR 

VEHICLE I. Per LAU item(s) taken are valued at about $2182.00. Refer to continuation. 

On 07/12/16 between 1200 hours and 1500 hours in the sand parking lot of Kanaha Beach Park located at 29 Alahao Street in 

Kahului. Vl-1 Ota KOSUKE reported unknown offender(s) had entered into his rental vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates 

LES547. Offender(s) gained entry via unknown means. The offender(s) removed items valued at $4,932.00 from within without 

permission.Refer to continuation. 

Deborah NUNEN reported that on 09/25/16 between approximately 1420 hours and 1425 hours, unknown responsible(s) 

forcefully entered her vehicle (MSP996), and stole items from within valued at approixmately $240.00. Refer to continuation. 

William DEVLIN (VI-1) reported on 11/05/16 sometime between 1200 hours and 1630 hours, unknown responsible(s) 

unlawfully entered into his secured rented vehicle LFX905 which was parked unattended along Alahao Street, Kanaha Beach 

Park in Kahului. Per DEVLIN, his backpack with multiple cameras and camera accessories within were taken from inside the 

rented vehicle, thus committing the offense of Unauthorized Entry to a Motor Vehicle. Unknown responsible(s) then fled the 

area undetected in an unknown direction. DEVLIN has no responsible(s)/suspect(s) at this time. Refer to continuation. 



16047319 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

16049349 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

17016243 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

17018044 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

12-Nov-16 1718 

25-Nov-16 1557 

19-Apr-17 1600 

01-May-17 1743 

Karen CHANDLER (VI-1) reports on 11/12/16 between 1330 to 1700 hours, unknown offender(s) gain unauthorized entry to her 

rental vehicle (ZBS344) as it was parked unattended and partially secured at Kanaha Beach Park. The offender(s) were able to 

steal her back pack with its contents valued at $1530.00.Refer to Continuation report. 

Scot MACKIE {WI-1) reports on 11/25/16 at 1556 hours, he observing a male offender smash the front right window to vehicle 

SBE-796 as it was parked unattended on the north bound shoulder of Alahao Street in Kahului. MACKIE reports he saw the 

offender reach in the vehicle and remove a bag and flee within a dark colored Subaru sedan. Krista TOUHEY {VI-2) confirmed 

her purse was taken from the vehicle. Damages are estimated under $500.00 and the purse stolen is valued at $350.00.Refer 

to continuation report(s) ... 

Thus far reveals that on 04/19/2017 between 1300 hours and 1500 hours, unknown offender(s) broke into Rachel AUSTER

ROSEN'S {VI-1) vehicle #7GQN047, which which was parked, secured at Kanaha Beach Park. Offender(s) were able to gain entry 

via the rear windshield and removed her backpack with contents valued at about $151.00. Offender(s) fled in an unknown 

direction, undetected. Refer to narrative for further details. 

On Monday 05/01/2017 1620 hours Sharie DICKS reported unknown offender(s) unlawfully entered into her rental vehicle (STG· 

692) and removed her property. DICKS has no suspects in mind and has no surveillance footage. This incident occurred at 

Kanaha Beach Park, Kahului, HI 967323. DICKS places the value of her stolen property at $340.00The vehicle was parked 

unattended fronting a popular beach. Refer to continuation ... 



17021826 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 25-May-17 1508 

17024359 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 12-Jun-17 1248 

17030867 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 25-Jul-17 1614 

17040538 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 26-Sep-17 1251 

Vl-1 stated on 05/25/2017 sometime between 1215 and 1220 hours, unknown offender(s) entered Vl-1 rental vehicle bearing 

Hawaii license LHD009 without her permission. The vehicle was parked unsecured and unattended within the dirt/sand parking 

lot at Kanaha Beach Park. While within the vehicle the unknown offender(s) stole Vl-1 ones "Da Kine" brand backpack 
containing multiple items valued at $651.00. Refer to continuation. 

Between 06/10/17 at approximately 1400 hours and 06/11/17 at approximately 0800 hours, while DUKART's byfriend's truck 

(LAJ291) was parked either within the Kanaha Beach parking lot or fronting her residence 1299 Uluniu Road, unknown 

offender(s) made entry into vehicle #LAJ291 and stole DUKART's purse containing her debit/credit cards within. Unknown 

offender(s) then fled the scene undetected in an unknown direction, therefore committing the offenses UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY 

INTO A MOTOR VEHICLE and THEFT OF CREDIT CARD. DUKART desires prosecution in this matter. For additional information, 
refer to narrative report. 

On 07/25/2017 between approximately 1400 hours and 1600 hours, an offender(s) utilized unknown means to pry open the 

driver door lock and make unauthorized entry to Dominic ROSELLI's Ford E-350 van bearing Hawaii license plates LAD 216, 

while it was parked unattended in the Kanaha Beach Park Campground parking lot (29 Alahao Street) in Kahului. Once in the 

vehicle, the offender(s) stole approximately $145.00 worth of property from within and then fled the area undetected. 

During investigation Jessie DUTRO was found to be in possession of some of the stolen property, which included a pair of Maui 
Jim sunglasses and a Husky box cutter knife. 

Refer to continuation. 

On 09/26/17 Austin DALBEY reported that between 1130 hours and 1210 hours, unknown offenders unlawfully entered his 

vehicle bearing Hawaii License plates (LDV353) while it was parked secured/unattended within the parking area for Nash 

Beach. Offenders entered within and stole a backpack with items within valued at $370.00 and fled the area in an unknown 
direction, undetected. 

Refer to continuation. 



17040913 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

17045588 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

18000872 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

18002891 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

28-Sep-17 1632 

29-0ct-17 1640 

06-Jan-18 1530 

19-Jan-18 2046 

Kurt MAGNESS reported an unknown offender(s) stole his vehicle (LGN141) key from the beach front at "Nash Beach" near 

Kanaha Beach Park. The offender(s) then gained entry into vehicle and stole MAGNESS' wallet from the trunk of the vehicle. 

Items stolen from the beach front valued at $500.00. Items stolen from within vehicle LGN141 valued at $85.00. Refer to 

Continuation. 

On 10/29/2017 at about 1530 hours Philip KOSTER parked his rental vehicle inside the Kanaha Beach Park. He secured the 

vehicle before going surfing. He returned to his vehicle and discovered that an unknown offender(s) smashed his rear 

passenger side window and stole a DAKINE bag containing electronics equipment valued at $9.160.00 was stolen from within 

vehicle PSA807. The offender fled the area undetected. Two latent prints were recovered from the scene and entered into 

evidence. Thereby the offense of Unauthorized Entry to Motor Vehicle was committed. 

On 01/05/18 between the hours of 1200-1245 hours, vehicle MLS208(HI) was observed parked, secured, and unattended with 

all windows in the up position at 29 Alahao St., Kahului. MLS208(HI) was parked within the asphalt paved parking lot closest to 

the bathroom area. Unknown offender(s) approached the vehicle and entered through the rear sliding window without 

authorization. The rear sliding window was previously damaged and can easily be pulled open. Unknown offender(s) took 

possession of one (1) blue Jansport back pank containing multiple items within. The offender(s) then fled the area in an 

unknown direction, undetected. Total estimated value of items stolen $70.00. There are no witnesses or suspects at this time. 

Prosecution is undetermined at this time. Refer to Continuation ... 

Rebecca RAMSEY reported on 01/19/18 between 1330 hours and 1430 hours, unknown offender(s) gained unauthorized 

access to Salvation's Army vehicle bearing Hawaii license plates LDJ188 that was parked unattended at Kanaha Beach parking 

lot. The vehicle was unlocked and once within the vehicle, the offender(s) stole RAMSEY's tote bag which contained her wallet 

with her social security card, Washington State driver's license, cosmetology license, Chase debit card, Capital One credit card, 

Macy's credit card, Ulta credit card, Torrid credit card, ear buds, 3 books, $20.00 in unknown denominations, and her house 

key. The stolen items are valued at $201.00. Refer to continuation. 



18009047 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

18015188 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

18030794 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

18031742 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

01-Mar-18 1303 

10-Apr-18 2007 

23-Jul-18 0910 

29-Jul-18 1243 

Mao-Chieh YIN (VI-1) reports on 03/1/18 between 1250 hours to 1300 hours, unknown offender(s) gained unauthorized entry 

into YIN's rental vehicle (LFS202). The vehicle was parked and left secured within the Kanaha Beach Camping grounds parking 

lot, listed at 29 Alahao Street in Kahului, County of Maui. The offender(s) caused $500.00 in damages and stole $2,500.00 

worth of property. Refer to continuation reports ... 

On 04/10/2018 between 1600 hours and 1900 hours unknown offender(s) approached vehicle PGU992(HI) and made entry 

into the vehicle via the unlocked front passenger door. Once within the unknown offender(s) stole a red and black DaKine 

duffle bag containing Haleakala Waldorf School paperwork and 100 feet of marine grade bungee rope. Refer to Continuation. 

V-1 reported an unknown offender(s) unlawfully removed a back pack containing the listed items from within his vehicle 

bearing Hawaii license plates "RZU111".REFER TO CONTINUATION. 

Andy CHANG (VI-1) reported on 07/29/18 sometime between 1200 hours and 1230 hours, unknown responsible(s) unlawfully 

entered into his rented vehicle UA766, which was parked unattended and secured within the first parking lot of Kanaha Beach 

Park 29 Alahao Street in Kahului. Per CHANG, a blue/clear PADI envelope bag was stolen from the front passenger floor board 

of vehicle. Thus committing the offense of Unauthorized Entry to a Motor Vehicle. Unknown responsible(s) then fled the area in 

an unknown direction. Refer to continuation. 



18052902 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

19001117 UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY MOTOR VEHICLE 1-THEFT 

16002820 VEHICLE PARKED FOR HUMAN HABITATION 

16039208 VEHICLE PARKED FOR HUMAN HABITATION 

24-Dec-18 1107 

08-Jan-19 1647 

20-Jan-16 0559 

21-Sep-16 0456 

James ALEXANDER (VI-1) reports on 12/23/18 between 1500 hours to 1800 hours, unknown offender(s) gained unauthorized 

entry to his rental vehicle (UK211) as it was parked unattended and secured within the Kanaha Beach Park listed at 29 Alahao 

Place in Kahului. The offender(s) removed ALEXANDER's luggage from the unlocked trunk and fled the area unnoticed. Items 

stolen are valued at $1,400.00.Refer to continuation report. 

On the above date, time and location Denise FREESE reported unknown offender(s) gained unlawful entry into her brothers 

vehicle (LHN-528). While within the vehicle the unknown offender(s) removed FREESE's luggage. The unknown offender(s) then 

fled in an unknown direction, undetected. FREESE was with her brother, Jeffrey WILLIAMS, who stated he may have left the 

vehicle unsecured while they went to wash their hands at a nearby bathroom. The vehicle did NOT show signs of any forced 

entry. Attempts to lift any latent fingerprints were negative in nature. FREESE does not desire prosecution, however just wants 

her property returned to her. FREESE places the value of her stolen luggage/property at $1,840.00Refer to continuation .... 

While conducting continuous checks at Kanaha Beach Park in response to unlawful camping and vehicle parked for human 

habitation complaint, Jabir MOHAMEDALI (vehicle LCZ-651), Cherryl ECKLEY (vehicle LGB-790), Patrick RAMOS (vehicle LEB-

975), and Bryson KUANONI (vehicle MKH-965) were all observed sleeping within their vehicles, which was parked roadside on 

Amala St., between 1st and 2nd entrance to Kanaha Beach Park. All parties were awakened and cited for Vehicle Parked for 

Human Habitation under citation numbers 2DTI-16-002043, 2DTI-16-002044, 2DTI-16-006363, and 2DTI-16-006364. All parties 

left the area without any further incident. 

Our Unit (Community Policing) conducted a joint operation at Kanaha Beach Park with the County Park Rangers to address 

citizen complaints regarding unlawful camping, abandoned vehicles, and criminal littering. Checks made and located OF1 

(Cherry RAPISURA) sleeping within vehicle (FSZ-383), which was parked makai on Amala Place, between the 1st and 2nd 

entrance to Kanaha Beach Park. There were severai"No Camping Anytime" and "No Parking Anytime" signs posted where 

RAPISURA was parked. RAPISURA was awakened and cited for Vehicle Parked for Human Habitation under 0994552MM. 



16039211 VEHICLE PARKED FOR HUMAN HABITATION 

16039283 VEHICLE PARKED FOR HUMAN HABITATION 

16039393 VEHICLE PARKED FOR HUMAN HABITATION 

16039394 VEHICLE PARKED FOR HUMAN HABITATION 

21-Sep-16 0511 

21-Sep-16 1303 

22-Sep-16 0945 

22-Sep-16 0946 

Our Unit (Community Policing) conducted a joint operation at Kanaha Beach Park with the County Park Rangers to address 

citizen complaints regarding unlawful camping, abandoned vehicles, and criminal littering. Checks made and located Harold 

MALENDEZ sleeping within vehicle (MJB-770), which was parked on Amala Place, between the 1st and 2nd entrance to Kanaha 

Beach Park. There were severai"No Camping Anytime" and "No Parking Anytime" signs posted where MALENDEZ was parked. 

MALENDEZ was awakened and cited for Vehicle Parked for Human Habitation under citation 2DTI-16-002049. 

While conducting enforcement at Kanaha Beach Park, I made contact with OF-1 who was sleeping within vehicle MFS196 

parked along the roadway. OF-1 was advised of the Vehicle Parked for Human Habitation Law and understood. She advised me 

she was homeless and living out of her family member's vehicle. She was given a resource card with agencies that can assist her 

and moved out of the area without incident. Report submitted for documentation. 

On the above date and time, OF-1 was observed to be sleeping within vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate EPU490 on the 

shoulder of the roadway. OF-1 was contacted and advised of the vehicle parked for human habitation laws. OF-1 stated he is 

not homeless but resides in Napili and did not want to drive back due to the late hour. OF-1 was warned and reprimanded for 

his actions to which he apologized for. OF-lleft the area without further incident. Report for documentation purposes. 

On the above date and time, OF-1 was observed to be sleeping within vehicle bearing Hawaii license plate MKG209 on the 

shoulder of the roadway. OF-1 was contacted and advised of the vehicle parked for human habitation laws to which she 

understood. OF-1 stated she currently became homeless due to a land lord tenant issue. OF-1 was warned and reprimanded 

for her actions to which she apologized for. Report for documentation purposes. 


